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seconds when pressing the button on the remote. Dryer not heating? If your old or new front or
top loading dryer is all of a sudden not drying your clothes , then we have a few simple DIY fix
tips you can try yourself. If the dryer is no longer drying your clothes then the first thing to do is
to check and clean the dryer lint filter trap. Once that is cleaned out, check if the dryer is still
NOT drying your clothes. If that was NOT the cause of the problem, then you will need to
inspect the vent hose on the back of the dryer. When this happens your dryer is unable to expel
the hot air from within, therefore making it impossible for your dryer to actually dry your
clothing in a timely manner or at all. The most common causes for an electric or gas dryer to
stop drying or heating is: 1. The dryer lint screen lint trap has not been cleaned poor or
restricted airflow. A clogged or kinked bent dryer air vent hose inadequate or no airflow. Drum
has stopped turning, broken drum drive belt. Overheated or bad motor possible thermal
overload. Thermal fuse or thermostat could be caused from dryer air vent hose lint buildup 6.
Heating element burnt out. Loose electrical plug or power socket. Other mechanical issue, fault
or malfunction. Click here for a faster way to troubleshoot your dryer not heating. First, unplug
your dryer from the electrical socket on the wall. Slide the dryer forward very carefully so you
can get behind it. Locate the usually silver colored air vent hose, and remove it from the wall
and the dryer 2 connection points. Do this by squeezing the clip at both ends and pulling the
hose outward. Using a long dryer vent brush or similar, clean out the inside of the air vent hose
by removing all of the built up lint and dust looking material. Clean the area on the back of the

dryer and the hole in the wall where the air is vented out. Most of the time the lint will be built up
in both of these areas. Once all of the lint is cleaned out, reattach the vent hose and slide the
dryer back in place. If you kink the hose the dryer will not function properly and your clothes
will take forever to dry. Next, plug the dryer back into the power outlet and run a test. If your
dryer is now heating and properly drying your clothes then you fixed the problem. If not, read
onâ€¦. Here is how much lint that can become stuck in your dryer vent hose. This much lint in
the hose or in the wall, will prevent your dryer from properly drying your clothes. Dryer air vent
hose clogged with lint. It is the reason your dryer takes forever to dry AND can be a fire safety
hazard! At times your dryer can overheat and this can cause the motor that turns the drum to
stop working temporarily. There is a safety mechanism built into the motor that makes it stop
working if it gets too hot. This is called a thermally protected motor. Your dryer may seem to be
running but the motor will not be turning the drum. If the drum is not turning then the clothes
are not moving. Therefore they can not get DRY. So if your dryer motor is NOT turning on but
the rest of the dryer works, such as the lights and other mechanical parts, then your motor is
probably overheated. For this, you need to just give the motor some time to cool down. If you
suspect that this is your problem then give the dryer about an hour to cool down and run a test
after that. If your motor has overheated then you may be overloading your dryer with too many
clothes. Try running the dryer with less clothes in it the next time you dry a load and this should
remedy the issue. The solutions above are the most common causes for this specific
malfunction. If the explanations above have not been your specific problem, then there can be a
number of things wrong. If you feel comfortable you can remove the front panel of your dryer
while unplugged and look to see if there are any obvious causes of the problem. A possible
loose wire, loose part, burnt area, pieces of the dryer that have come off, fried or burned
mechanical switches, etc. If the problem is not visual and you do not know what the issue can
be, we recommend going here and posting a question to online appliance repair technicians.
Other components that could be at fault would be the Thermal fuse, Thermal cutoff, Heating
element, Operating thermostat, and High limit thermostat. You can check all of these for
continuity with a multimeter. If any are determined bad, remove and replace. How Does It Work?
Basic Clothes Dryer Function. If you still need help, assistance, or answers to fix your Dryer Not
Heating problem, ask the experts over at Appliance Repair Questions for free answers to fix
your broken appliance! Hi I have a Maytag Electric dryer that is throwing heat but is not drying
clothsâ€¦The moisture is remaining in the dryerâ€¦I am even finding water drippings around my
door upon opening it. I cleaned the outside vent which was pretty stacked with lint and have
always cleaned the lint screen in the front of the dryer before or after use? Kenmore Elite gas
dryer Any idea what it could be? I have done all the above suggestions: my Maytag dryer is still
not drying my laundry. Anything else I can do? Thank you. Samsung Dryer is tumbling but no
heat. Fingers crossed it can be fixed. Just bought a brand new dryer after living in the house for
6 months. The dryer is brand new so could it be lint clogging the vent line from the people that
lived here before? And our vent line goes through the kitchen wall behind the stove and
microwave, up and out the top of the cabinet, how would I be able to clean all of that? Any
advise would be greatly appreciated. I have to turn the drum by hand slightly then close the
door and start it. And if the load is heavy, it will stop tumbling and just blow hot air till I take
some clothes out, turn the drum slightly, close door and restart. FYR, the drum turns freely
without noise or wobble since the bearings were replaced. I have a Sears Mod. Have checked
power feed to drier. Do not believe vent line is clogged. Our dryer stopped drying. Or is it
because the hose got bent when we pulled the dryer out to clean it? Cleaned air vent inside and
out. Changed heating element. Heats for like two minutes then will not heat again. Cleaned
where the blower is. Heated again for a few minutes then went cold. Its still turning on the inside
and timer is running thru the cycle. Ugh so frustrated. Its a five yr old maytag centennial. The
clog is preventing enough airflow to keep the safety thermostat on your heating unit from
tripping. To test for this, remove the dryer hose and run one load through to see if the heat
continues to cycle normally. The temperature at the exhaust should cycle between and degrees
F. Took 7 hours to dry 3 loads. Can you give me any feed back of what the problem could be. I
have a Kenmore gas dryer model , dryer intermittently dried clothes, changed thermal fuse,
dryer worked for about 10 minutes. Cleaned vent tube, lent trap and entire dryer mechanical
area including blower fan box leading to lent trap prior to changing thermal fuse. What causes
thermal fuse to keep blowing? Or better yet, what to check next after thermal fuse is replaced. I
have a kenmore dryer that is not heating up, I checked thermostat and heating element and the
blower everything is working fine! Not sure what to do next! Vents are clean. Someone told me
it could be the timer component could that keep the dryer from heating up? Kenmore dryer for 7
years and has been working just fine until recently. It gets hot but was taking at least an hour
for clothes to dry. Checked the lint filter and it was good and checked the hose on the back and

it was good as well. Live in an apartment so the maintenance guys checked vents on the
outside of building and said they were clear so not sure what else to check. It is most likely
clogged with lint and needs to be completely cleaned out. I have a Kenmore gas dryer I bought
in It has been working fine with no symptoms. Suddenly it stopped drying the clothes. The
motor is turning the bin and the timer is working. I checked the lint vent piping exhaust pipe and
it had some accumulation of lint on the sides but was not obstructed in any serious way. This is
model Would the thermal fuse go just due to old age or does it have to have an overheating
situation to blow it. We always empty the lint filter after each use. If it is not the fuse, is the next
option the thermostat? The performance did not gradually go. It was abrupt, from good to no
heat at all. I have a Kenmore dryer model number It heats but takes a long time to dry.
Everything checked out with multimeter except when i checked for continuity from the one
wiring harness on the timer to the dryer high limit thermostat. It should be reading 15 ohms and
reading 9. Changed the heating element and still taking a long time to dry and getting the same
reading on the multimeter. The dryer is only a year and a half old. I have a Kenmore Gas Dryer.
The dryer worked perfectly until recently. The problem occurs when the second cycle or any
heating cycle thereafter. The lighter coil heats to a bright orange glow but it never ignites. I have
thoroughly vacuumed out the bottom housing compartment where the coil and other parts are.
This is so weird to me because it works fine during the initial startup cycle. The drum spins well.
I really need to fix this because I can not afford a new dryer. I have a front load Maytag dryer.
The lights on the front panel are blinking like they a burning out When I turn dryer on it starts
working for a few seconds and then it shuts off on its own. I just moved to a new house with an
LG Sensory Dryer. Dryer worked well for a couple of loads, then started getting error D90 and
turning off. Disconnected the hose and ran a test try, which was successful so we know the
heat is working properly. We cleaned the vent hose and both exhausts dryer and home exterior.
Cleaned lint filter. Re-attached the hose, and still getting the error. I have a Bosch Nexxt series
electric dryer that constantly gives the E error code. Could it be build up in the ducts inside the
machine? I have a Maytag front loader dryer that will spin but will not heat. The dryer will spin
but will not heat. I cleaned the lint filter and the air dryer vent hose. It will spin but will not heat.
Any suggestions? Also be sure that if the dryer is on 2 different breakers, that one of them is
not tripped. I just moved and the new place i was forced to switch from a 4 prong to a 3 prong
cord. I did that and hooked up the wires as specified but when I turn on the dryer it works fine
but there is no hot air. Did I do something wrong and how do i diagnose it? Maybe a thermal
fuse or heat unit? If the LG dryer spins but does not heat, then the best possible reason for this
is the wiring is incorrect. Recheck the wiring for the 3 prong cord and check the wiring in the
wall outlet to be sure it is wired properly. Also check breakers to be sure it is not on 2 breakers
and one has tripped. A thermal fuse may be bad but in this case it sounds as if the wiring may
be wrong. Let us know what you find to be the issue. Admiral dryer. It turns on and the drum
turns but it is not heating. I took the heating element, all thermostats, and the thermal fuse and
had them checked and they are all working fine. Any other suggestions?????? I have a
Kenmore, front load, stackable dryer. It has heat and the drum turns, but the fan seems to have
stopped working. There is no airflow at all. We have cleaned the hose and trap fully. We have
taken the hose off and the fan still does not blow. What could be the problem? Would it be
cheaper to have it fixed or just buy new. We got them second hand but they are probably only
about 5 years old. Amanda, The fan in your Kenmore dryer is either burned out and needs to be
replaced, or the wiring connection is loose or damaged. Check the wiring harnesses for damage
or simply being loose. Reconnect the wiring if needed. If you believe the blower fan in your
dryer is bad, type the model number of the Kenmore dryer into Google. Find your Kenmore
dryer on an appliance parts website and find the blower fan part number. Order the fan and
remove and replace. This will be cheaper than hiring a technician or buying a new dryer. Make
sure you shop around to find the best price for the part you need. Even try Amazon if possible
as they have many parts for appliances and next day shipping. Watch some YouTube videos to
see how to take the dryer apart and replace the blower fan. If you need additional assistance,
please let us know. Had a repair guy come in and look at our dryer. Our outside vent was
clogged causing us to not have heat. After it was unclogged it went back to working, paid the
man and thought I learned my lesson on keeping the vents clean. Came back 2 days later and
we are back with no heat. Checked and airflow seems to be good. Any thoughts on what the
problem could be? We have a GE electric dryer â€” not sure of the model. Mitch, Did the repair
guy check the thermal fuse? The most likely issue is a bad thermal fuse. Also, be sure you are
getting the proper voltage to the dryer, you may have it on 2 breakers and one is tripped.
Thanks for the quick response. He did not check anything other than the outside vent. Once he
cleared the airflow, we immediately got heat. So he collected his payment and left. He
mentioned that if they dyer got heat, then the thermal fuse should be working fine and it did not

get blown or need replaced. If it is the thermal fuse, is there an easy way to replace this myself?
My dryer vents out a long way from the laundry room over 30 feet. Repairman says heating
element works fine. Should I detach vent hose from back of dryer, dry a load and see if it
works? If this works, then I would know the problem is with the venting, not the dryer itself,
right? Is it ok to vent into the house for just one load? Williams, Yes it will be okay for one load.
This troubleshooting procedure will tell you if the problem is in the wall lint build-up or if the
dryer is not drying as designed and a part needs to be replaced. I have a Whirlpool cabrio dryer
model wedsw1. I have had a repair guy out to look at my dryer. It is running hot but will not
completely dry my clothes. On timed or auto dry it takes at least 2 times on 60 min. Cycle to dry
on timed dry. Can you help please? If all is clean of lint, then you may have a thermostat or
element issue and that is why it is not heating properly. My dryer Kenmore 70 series gas dryer
will heat-up for about 30 seconds, then the heats cuts out. Therefore, the clothes do not dry at
all. The lint trap has been cleaned, the vent hose has been cleaned out to include the portion
that goes through the wall leading to the outside , and the element has been changed about 2
months ago. It is 2 years old. Was gone for a month on vacation and had it unplugged and it
worked fine before that. Suggestions on what could be wrong. If no lint blockage, check
thermostats, and check wiring to control board. Checked and there is good air flow and no lint
build up. Checked heating element and nothing wrong there. There has never been an error
code on the display panel. At a loss as to what to check next. Think I will give up and just go
buy a new dryer. Ok so we need help. We have a whirlpool Duet dryer and last week I was
running the dryer when the circuit breaker stated melting and making all kinds of noise. So we
put an new circuit breaker in we, we are getting at the dryer. Since then I have no heat in the
dryer. The heating element is fine with a 9. The fuse for the heating element is fine. So now
what. Is the dryer done?? The dryer is only 10 years old. Also, if the dryer melted the circuit
breaker, you may have a major wiring issue with the dryer. Check all wires and be sure the wires
on the terminal are secureâ€¦ also in the plug. No heat is blowing. Please help. Mariah Saffold,
Check the thermal fuse on the back. Also be sure the dryer is getting the full voltage it needs.
Check the plug and terminals to be sure it is wired securely. But The dryer never heats or spins.
There is something wrong with my dryer. I have no idea why! Also, check inside the dryer
tumbler for damaged metal that may be sticking out and therefore ripping your clothing. Please
let us know what you find. Just purchased a new Whirlpool dryer, model wedew1, it does not
dry, even a small load, of clothing. Checked vent, tested using whirlpool test kit. Whirlpool will
not let me return. Marina Delray, Have you made sure the vent hose is on correctly? No lint in
walls that may be blocking airflow? You can see if the vent hose is being blocked by
disconnecting the vent hose and run a load of clothing in your dryer and if your clothes dry as
normal, the wall has lint buildup. I took it apart and replaced the heating element it was broken.
Once I got everything back together, I turned it on and it started but stopped a second later and
NOW it wont even come on. Once it stopped working altogether, I did try flipping the breaker for
the dryer as well as the whole house but no luck. I am not sure what to do next. I am not able to
pay someone to come and fix it but I am not afraid to get my hands dirty either. I just need some
guidance. If anyone is able to help, I will appreciate it forever! Rachael, If your Samsung dryer
heating element went bad, you replaced it correctly, turned the dryer on and it immediately shut
OFFâ€¦. Check on the back of your dryer as this is a safety feature. Is the heating element
possibly touching the housing, wires not connected tightly? If the dryer went dead after
replacing the heating element, it may be installed wrong. Do any of the lights work at all or does
it seem the Samsung dryer is dead? Do some further troubleshooting and let us know what you
find. I have an Admiral dryer. It has been doing great but we have recently moved and now it is
not drying the clothes completely. There clothes are damp and when I open the dryer heat
comes out and the clothes are hot and damp. I checked the vent and shortened it because it
was really long. I am drying the same amount of clothes I usually do. I have no idea what is
wrong. Jenae Watson, If the Admiral dryer worked well before it was moved, then either
something in the dryer may have disconnected or the new vent it is connected to is clogged
somewhere. Let us know what you find, if it is the dryer causing the issue or the vent. Hi, my
drier recently stopped producing heat. I stayed up all night trying to deduce the problem but to
no avail. The drum turns, lint is being moved the drier to the lint screen, and the hose is not
clogged. MacBryghde, Check the thermal fuse at the back of your dryer to be sure it is not
blown. You will need a multimeter to test it. Hi Team, I have Kenmore clothes dryer and it
stopped work as a result of overheating. However, I have followed all the instructions provided
in the forum with basic tools I have and still the seems not to work. Any possible suggestions
please. Niranjan, Have you checked the thermal fuse at the back of your Kenmore dryer with a
meter to be sure it is not blown? Tested all thermostats, fuses and heating element on my
electric dryer, all were good and still no heat! What else could be the problem? Larry, What is

the make and model number of your dryer? Have you checked all wiring, control panel, timer,
voltage to the dryer? In order to get heat, we turn the dial and set the timer again. This
sometimes works after turning the dial multiple times. Any suggestions on what could be
causing this? The lint trap is clean and the hose is clear as well. Phil Bangert, Check the dial
and controls. You may have a bad timer or switch that only sometimes supplies power to the
elements. Unplug the dryer and check behind the control panel. Check the parts with a
multimeter. My 4 year old Samsung dryer is turning on as soon as the door is closed. The
display unit is not coming on at all and I can only turn it off by opening the door. The heat
canister and 2 thermostats were just replaced in January. Any thoughts? Maureen, You have a
major electrical problem. The door switch is somehow activating the dryer. The dryer will need
to be taken apart and looked at. Unplug the dryer and have a look at the door assembly switch.
It may be fried and causing the dryer to run when the door is shut. You may also have issues
with the main control board. Check for burn marks, loose connections, etcâ€¦ Let us know what
you find. My dryer has stopped heating up. Any suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
Conor Fitzgerald, Try checking the thermal fuse at the back of your dryer. It may have blown
and therefore no heat. Thanks for replying so quickly. Will I have to open the back of the dryer
to find the thermal fuse? Conor Fitzgerald, Check on YouTube using your make and model
number of your dryer to find where it is located. The problem is, after the cycle is about 30 or so
minutes in, the igniter is no longer able to ignite the gas. So naturally at this point the cycle
becomes nothing more than air fluff and clothes remain damp. My husband thinks this is
unlikely but is there anyway there could be a partial obstruction on the gas line? And if so, who
does one call for help with that? Our local gas company? Our dryer just stopped heating, we
have been unplugging it to conserve energy, do you think this is what the problem may be and
how can I fix it? You may have a 2 breaker system in your home to the dryer and one of them
reset. Hi we bought a used Estate by Whirlpool heavy duty super capacity electric dryer and it
tumbles, heats up inside feels hot outside feels warm but my clothes are taking six hours to dry.
The lint trap is clean the back hose is new. We live in a condo that vents it out through the roof.
Before my husband goes and buys parts. Is it most likely the vent going out since everything
heats up and tumbles? Megan, Yes, if your Whirlpool dryer is actually heating and set on HIGH
heat but the clothes are taking forever to dry, then yes there is most likely a clog of lint or
another blockage. If the air is vented through and up to the roof, the issue could be at roof level.
Have the condo HOA association get someone to go and check to see if the clog is actually at
the roof level. The clog or blockage could be in the venting duct going from somewhere in
between the wall behind the dryer and up and to the roof opening. Let us know what you find. It
takes longer than normal to dry a load. There appears to be heat as the clothes are warm, but
perhaps not enough heat. I cleaned the blower wheel and exhaust parts which did have a fair bit
lint packed in, but it still does not heat sufficiently. I am handy and can replace parts if I know
which ones to replace. I have the manual with all the part numbers, so can order the correct
parts. My question is: what is the most likely issue here? Heating element? High limit
thermostat? Cycling thermostat? Temperature sensor? The machine otherwise runs the same
as before, so I assume it is not thermal fuse s. Looks like the upper panel is getting warm when
machine is at dry program, but clothes are not getting hot. Can you help me where to check if
there are some stuff blocking air? Sometimes it works and sometimes not. I ordered the parts
online and the new thermostat says it was for v and my original one said v could that be a
problem? What about those two other little electrical parts going to the vertical box they at
some other kind of sensor things? Mike, Yes you may have the wrong thermostat. Check part
number on old thermostat and order the correct OEM part. If problem still persists, let us know.
My whirlpool dryer is twenty years old but is in great condition. Recently, it decided to stop
heating when running. The instruction manual does not label any of the parts on the back of the
dryer. Sherry, You most likely have a bad thermal fuse. The thermal fuse is used on a dryer as a
safety fuse for overheat. Check this page here to see if this is what you are experiencing with
your dryerâ€¦ Dryer not heating â€” Thermal Fuse. It does not seem to dry thoroughly anymore,
especially since the weather turned colder. I checked the vent and cleaned it up to the roof.
Actually stuck a leaf blower up the pipe to blow it all out. It did not seem to help. Any
suggestions. It did not seem to help and the air coming out was only luke warm. Joyce, You
most likely have a bad thermostat, temp controller, or possible element. We would suggest to
take the dryer apart and check the components we listed with a meter. I actually changed out
the rear vent. The dryer heats up just fine but it seems that there is water build up in the vent
hose. Is there something else that is not within the dryer I should be looking at? Is moisture
coming back into the dryer somehow? I am at a loss. Should I try the exterior vent? Please
helpâ€¦. Pete, If moisture is getting back into the vent hose from your Samsung dryer, there may
be a component in the dryer that is not working properly. If the clothing takes forever to dry,

you may have a thermostat, heating element, or control board issue. Use a multimeter and test
all components to be sure everything is working as designed. Lori Laverone, Is your Whirlpool
dryer heating at all? If no heat whatsoever, check the thermal fuse on back. If you get some
heat, it may be a lint issue in the wall, lint in the dryer itself or a thermostat issue. Try some
further troubleshooting and see what you can find. I replaced the lower high temp limiter switch
and had the heater coils tested ok. Dryer will still not heat up. Drew, Have you tested the thermal
fuse and checked to be sure you are getting the correct voltage to the dryer? My Samsung dryer
appeared to be running fine, but after drying a load of laundry, it lost power. The unit will not
turn on. Outside of a paying a pricey repair bill, any ideas? I have already reset the breaker,
cleaned the lint trap and reset all the GFIs that could be in the same circuit to no avail. If you
have NO power at all and the breaker is ON, then have a look at the back of the dryer to be sure
the terminal and wires are intact. Could also be an issue with the plug or cord from wall to dryer.
Have you opened up the dryer with it unplugged to see if you find any obvious signs of an
issue? What model number is your Samsung dryer? Have a Maytag gas dryer replaced both coil
valves and brand-new vent from the back of the dryer to the outside of the house cleaned and
cleared everything of lint dryer will not heat up and dry it will glow and ignite but not stay on
long enough to dry clothes. Duet Gas Dryer Mod. GGWPW0 will not ignite flame after initial start
up. The dryer will ignite flame when cycle starts, but when it calls for heat after the initial
lighting, the igniter glows but the flame does not return. It will continue running the cycle as if
all is normal, but the flame will not light when called for after the first lighting at the beginning of
the cycle. John Glenn, This problem is most likely the igniter the thing that glows. That is what
provides the resistance to provide the current for the coils to open in your gas valve. After 5
minutes the power comes back on and it was running fine. It runs fine on medium heat. I
checked the lint filter, piping, and hose and there was no blockage. I also cleaned all of them out
and it still continued to do it. I even vacuumed out the inside including the motor. There were no
error codes when I tried to pull them. Had a professional come out and went through the same
process of cleaning and found a large amount of lint on the vent on top of the roof. Now the
dryer is shutting off twice when running it on the high cycle. Phillip Breunig, If the venting
system is clean of lintâ€¦ Then you may have an issue with a number of things. Does the dryer
still turn but just will not heat? Or does the power to the complete dryer go out? My friends
dryer would heat clothes so i gave her my dryer that worked now it dont dry at her house either.
Possibly 2 V breakers are connected to the dryer and one is turned off meaning the dryer has
the power to spin and turn, but not to heat. The dryer needs V to spin and V to heat. Hi, I just
replaced the blower wheel on my stacked maytag dryer. Put the front back on and ran the dryer
for about 5 seconds heard a pop, saw a spark and burnt smell. No power now with no sound of
the motor runningâ€¦ any ideas what to do? Eric, Not to imply you did anything wrong, but if it
shorted out the moment power was applied, something was wired wrong or a wire may have
been touching the side of the dryer. Did the breaker reset? Is the dryer plug burnt? Where is the
damage? Inside where the blower wheel was installed? Let us know. It seems like all my clothes
need to go through a 2 drying cycles before they are dry. Could that really be the dryer vent
causing this issue or are there other things to look for like a bad sensor? Matt Pisani, Yes the
vent hose is most likely clogged with lint. If the vent hose or in the dryer or wall, there is lint
build-up, the dryer cannot expel the hot air and therefore will take longer to dry your clothes.
Try cleaning all the venting areas and that should solve your issue. If not let us know. What else
could be wrong with it! Tanya, Test the thermal fuse at back with a meter to be sure it is not
blown. As long as you have cleaned the vent hose, lint trap, and the wall is clear of lint, the next
most likely problem is the fuse. If the fuse is okay then it may be a thermostat or a board issue.
Check thermal fuse first. Just want to take a moment to thank the folks maintaining and
contributing to this site. It has an incredible amount of useful information. I had trouble with my
dryer not drying the clothes fully and I found this site googling for the problem. Thankfully my
issue was fixed at step 2 by clearing the air vent hose. But I was curious and read all the next
steps just in case I needed to work on any of those. I found that the instructions were explained
in a simple and concise manner which was very helpful for a novice like me. Much appreciated. I
have checked the lint screen, cleared the vent hose all the way to the outside. It also
intermittently jumps time on the countdown timer. Went from 45 minutes to 5 minutes in just
under Check to make sure the lint screen is clean, the door seal is in place and the vent is not
obstructed. If the timer is malfunctioning, check the board for any issues such as burn or
scorch marks. If you reset the dryer, does the error code reset? The dryer works on medium
heat, but it barley heats up when the high heat setting is selected it gives about the same heat a
low. Do you have an idea about what might causing this and how to fix it. Paul, The switch that
controls the heat temp could be faulty. There may be a wiring issue. Unplug the dryer and have
a look in the control panel for wiring issue. You may also have a bad thermostat or other related

part. Any ideas as to what it could be? Hily, If you have 2 dryers, are they both hooked to the
same vent? Check the wall or vent hoses to be sure you do not have a lint blockage. If you have
2 dryers that both will spin but they both stopped heating at the same time, it is most likely the
vent is clogged, or possibly you lost part of the power. Are the dryers electric? Are they both on
the same circuit breaker? Possible that there are 2 breakers and one has flipped into the off
position? I have a whirlpool dryer that is not drying my clothes. It heats up and the drum is
turning, but it takes sometimes days at a time to get a load of laundry dry. Anyone have any
idea what it could be? Clean out the vent hose and the wall. Heavy lint buildup will not allow the
hot air to escape, therefore your clothes take forever to dry. I have a Maytag dependable care
quiet plus Itelli dry gas dryer. A few months ago it would only ignite on the regular setting.
Would not ignite on the time dry or the permanent press setting. So I just used the regular
setting the last few months. Now Its not igniting on that setting either. Any thoughts please and
thank you. Sylvia, Can you look in and see if the igniter is glowing red? If you DO see it glowing
red and then it fades off without any burner ignition, the cause is a weak solenoid coil or coils.
Just recently it stopped heating, but everything else seemed to be working. It will tumble dry,
but it takes 3 hours. We also replaced the heating element to find out our old one was actually
working it was tested at the parts store. Our dryer is still not heating. Is there something else we
could check? The dryer runs well in every other aspect. We cannot understand why the dryer is
not getting hot. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Thanks in advance. Debbie K, If both
thermostats are working, and you are sure the thermal fuse at back is not blown, then you may
have a wiring issue or the control board or timer is not working properly. Have you checked to
see if you are getting the proper power to the heating element? Have you made sure that the
dryer is not set up on a 2 breaker system and one is switched off since the dryer is most likely
V? Have you checked the plug going into the wall to be sure the wiring is tight and secure?
Have you checked the wiring coming into the dryer? Checked the terminals? Made sure the
wiring inside the dryer is not damaged or loose? If you have the proper power to the dryer, then
either a part is bad, or there is a wiring issue in the dryer or on a component. I am renting and
we were furnished with a dryer that gets hot but takes to long to dry clothes i ran my brush
down the roof vent and got the lint out. It blows out hot air from the back when the hose is off
but when reattached i can. I cleaned out the vent from the back and also the filter. Is it the
heating element?? Jeanna, We are not sure the model number of your Whirlpool dryer, but is it
possible you have inadvertently switched the dryer to low heat? Check the temp settings to be
sure. If you have cleaned all lint build up and the dryer still does not dry, you may have a blown
thermal fuse. Test with a meter if you have one. You can try taking the vent hose off when
running the dryer and see if hot air is blowing out of the dryer. That is a way to test to see if you
have some lint build up in the wall where the vent hose hooks into. If you feel hot air coming
directly out of the back of the dryer, then your problem is lint build up in the wall. My dryer is
not drying clothes. Have checked heating elements as well as thermostat. So what could it be?
Have you checked it with a meter? My 14 year old Whirlpool Duet gas dryer was running, but not
heating. I went to the local home improvement stores and found the best price on the same, but
newer, model and I paid to have it delivered in 7 days. With two days to go before delivery, I was
wondering if there was something easy and less expensive that I could do to fix my old dryer.
So I sat down with my tablet and searched the Internet for how to sites that may give me some
guidance on my model number dryer. After viewing some of the videos, I decided to give it a
shot. I unplugged the dryer and removed the front service panel below the dryer door. The
space was filled with 14 years of lint that had escaped around the lint trap. I cleaned the
accumulation of lint and plugged the dryer back in. With the service panel still removed, I turned
the dryer on. I watched as the igniter began to glow and moved out of the direct line of the
combustion chamber. After a few moments, the gas valves opened, the igniter did its job and
there was a steady burning flame in the combustion chamber. The dryer was heating. After
replacing the service panel and starting the dryer, it was still working properly. And to set an
automatic annual reminder on my phone calendar to clean out the lint behind the service panel.
I replaced the solenoids on the gas valves and that appears to have solved the problem. Only
run a couple loads, but it now works as it should. Thanks for the help. I have a whirlpool duet
sport dryer. Would spin but no heat. Clean all the pipes out, put new pipes from dryer to pipe
going out side, still no heat. Had the fuse, and heat element replace, still nothing. My repair man
told me to replace cord with a new one. I did that. Colors match up like they are suppose to.
Now no power at all. Replaced outlet still no power?? Any ideas?? Only five years old?? Kevin,
The no heat issue is most likely a thermostat bad or faulty internal wiring. But that was your
earlier issueâ€¦ Now no power? If you had power, replaced the cord, and now NO power, then
obviously something was wired incorrectly. Check breaker, check terminal strip, check cord to
plug, check that cord is not faulty. It will usually start up and heat as it should. Then mid cycle

when we open the door to take out shirts, it will not heat again, but it will spin. I can watch the
igniter glow, but it will not heat. Since it does heat sometimes, I would assume the gas valves
are working properly. Any ideas what I should look at next. Jake, Check the solenoids on top of
the gas valve. They supply voltage to the glow coil and are part of the electrical loop. May be an
intermittent issue. Would it be the circuit breaker as the washer is still working and they are
plugged in the same outlet? Pam, Then it must be with the dryer itself. What is model number of
your dryer? Pam, No power or no heat? Check power cord, and circuit breaker. I checked the
ducts and unclogged. Still not producing heat. Rosa, If the ducts are clear, have you cleaned lint
filter? If so, make sure controls are set for high heat. If all is well, then there may be an issue in
the dryer. Have you checked thermal fuse? Plug for damage? We have an electric Whirlpool
stackable ventless dryer that turns our condo into a rain forest every time we use it. David, Can
you explain in more detail? We understand you have a ventless dryer, and this causes
humidity? Thanks for the helpful tips. I have a front loading electric Samsung dryer. I replaced
the silver vent hose on the back of the dryer just a few months ago, as well as the heating
element that had burned apart in one spot. My lint trap is collecting lint in a smaller and smaller
area on the trap. I know that the hose is new, and we cleaned all the lint that we could see from
inside the dryer back when we replaced the vent hose. Do you have any ideas what the problem
might be? I have to dry them twice. Thanks again for all the helpful tips! Clueless, There may be
lint build up in the inner walls of the dryer therefore causing the lint to only accumulate onto
one small area of the lint trap filter. Try using a shop-vac type vacuum with a wand attachment
and suck out all the lint under where the lint trap sits. Be sure it is not kinked behind the dryer
which would restrict air flow. Both dryer and washer use v. Washer also GE but works on same
electrical outlet. It is digital so lights inside and the panel illuminates and same result as with
the old dryer. Breaker was never tripped before or since. Lint exhaust is clean, what could it be?
That gas but nothing has change? Carlos, Usually the buzzing noise means a bad motor or that
the door is not fully closing the switch. However, if both dryers are doing the same thing and
the washer can run off the same outlet, then you must have an electrical issue. It could also be a
gas issue. Consult the manual or call Samsung to be sure. You may want to have an electrician
have a look at your wiring and test everything. Does the outlet have a ground? I have a gas
dryer it has share the same outlet as the washing machine. One day the dryer will make a buzz
sound and it would not start I plugged the dryer where the washing machine was plugged but
same thing happened, the washing machine however worked on both outlets. No fuse tripped I
checked twice. I cleaned the lint vent, bought a new tube vent and nothing. I troubleshot
manually turned the drum and it started working. Same issue as the old one so what could be
wrong I figure now is not a dryer issue? Could it be the electric outlet? How so if the washer
works fine? The gas line? Tube is almost new. Carlos, If the washer and dryer use the same
voltage, then the electrical outlet is most likely not the issue. Possibly the cord? Did your new
Samsung dryer come with its own electrical cord or did you take the one off of the old dryer and
put it on the new dryer? What voltage does the washer and dryer use? Does the new dryer make
the same type of buzzing noise as the older dryer? What are the similarities and what are the
differences? Did it ever trip the breaker when using the dryer old or new? What brand and
model number is your washer and dryer? We can look into this further, just let us know so we
can research the exact washer and dryer you own. John Cornwell, What brand and model
number dryer do you have? You may have a bad control panel or wiring problem. Both the no
drum turning and no heat at the same time are too much of a coincidence to be separate issues.
Open the control panel and check for loose or unsecure wiring. Thank you, it was a massive lint
buildup in the vent hose. The dryer is working perfectly now. Thank you!!!! I broke the massive
load into smaller loads, cleaned the filter and tried to dry them, but the dryer tumbles but no
longer heats up. Where do you suggest I start looking to repair? Thank you for your help. Karen,
More than likely the dryer overheated with so many clothes in it. The dryer has a thermal fuse
which will blow if it senses overheat. We would recommend to check the thermal fuse on the
back of your dryer with a multimeter. This is most probable when a dryer is overloaded and the
heat cannot escape as efficiently as when a dryer is not overloaded. You could also have some
massive lint buildup that is blocking the vents, especially with new clothes being dried for the
first time as all the extra lint comes off at once. Also be sure your temp controls were not
accidentally bumped and set to low or zero heat. Just wanted to say I found the problem with
the Kenmore dryer that we bought used. If you think this may be your problem, you can search
on YouTube and find out where the blower wheel is and how to fix it. Just wanted to post this
for anyone who is looking for answers and unable to find them! Clyvens, What is the model
number of your Frigidaire Dryer? Is there an error code? If so what is it? I have had machine
open, I have personally replaced motor. Motor people stated that humming sound was classic
motor switch going bad. Drum turns freely. Works at an alternate location. Where do I purchase

a heating element? It takes up to 7 times to dry 1 load of clothes. Lent trap is spotless and
changed damn near every single time. Let alone my stupid washer issues on top.. Courtney,
Can you tell us your dryer make and model? You may just need a thermal fuse. Also, go to our
washing machine repair question page and ask your question there for us to assist in helping
you with your washer. Buzzing or should i say light hum sound. Only happens when start
button is depressed and held down. Brady, Humming sound would indicate something binding
up or inop. Open machine and inspect. I have a crazy one for you! Would not start, heard
buzzing sound. Replaced motor thinking may be bad motor switch, same buzzing result.
Checked door switch, thermal fuse, thermostats, coil, wiring with meter, all OK. Took dryer to
neighbors and plugged in, started and worked fine, returned back to condo and same buzzing
symptom. Checked power at breaker, wall plug, back of dryer and meter showed or so on each
red and black leg with white neutral. Checked both legs together and meter showed or so.
Electrician checked out box and wiring, measured voltages and said dryer was getting
appropriate voltage and should be working. Said he did not know. Not sure what to do now. Any
ideas? We opened it up and all of the vents are fine, but hardly any air comes out. How do we
troubleshoot for that? Crista, If the dryer is getting extremely hot, how are the clothes not
drying? Can you explain further? How old is the dryer? You bought it used? Also, what is the
model number of your Kenmore Dryer? It started with just sensing and nothing else. I replaced
the belt and rollers, the machine control board, and the door switch. Dryer has been vacuumed
out of all lint. Motor does not smell burnt. Ohm test on all parts tested fine. Dryer reassembled.
Power works I hit start I get 3 beeps and the interior light in dryer stays continuously on. If so,
can something like this be repaired? How can I go about testing the wires? Thank you for your
assistance. All of the original parts were working fine, according to the multimeter. The drum
turns, the control panel works. Did you ever figure out what was wrong with your dryer not
heating. I am experiencing the exact same thing with my exact same model dryer. I am at a lost
as to what needs fixed? Help appreciated! I have a Kenmore 29 series gas dryer. I have
continuity on both high limit and blower stat. Replaced exhaust hose and checked lint screen.
Unit will heat its first time and shut flame off. I am baffled as to what to look at next. I have a
dryer that is about 5 years old. I have taken the dryer apart and cleaned all areas and checked
all traps and lines out of the back. My dryer will not heat up, my clothes are not getting dry. I
cleaned out the vent from lint. Sandy, The vent behind your dryer could be clogged. If it is
clogged, the moisture that is in your clothing cannot escape. Check your vent by removing the
vent hose on the back of your dryer and be sure the hose or area in wall is not clogged. Unplug
the dryer before doing any troubleshooting. If your vent is not clogged let us know and we can
assist to troubleshoot further. Cheryl, Check the belt, motor, and pulley. Do you hear the motor
running? If you turn the drum yourself with your hand, does it spin or is it locked up? Any
suggestions would be greatly appreciated as this has become a very frustrating ordeal. Dee,
You may have an issue with the timer motor. This attached to the knob you turn to change
settings. The timer is what controls the heat to the elements. If there is a bad spot on the timer,
then the issue you are describing will occur. You can test it with a meter to be sure. The dryer is
a Amana Tandem Chris, You may have a mass of lint in the dryer vent hose or in the wall. Be
sure all this is clean so air can flow. If this is not the issue, you may have an issue with the
thermal fuse, thermostats, wiring, or the elements. All of these parts can be tested with a
multimeter to be sure they are in working order. Also, be sure the controls on the dryer are set
to high heat. Experiment and change a few settings and see if it starts to heat. There is heat, its
on high and the dryer is on one breaker. The dryer is clean and lint free, the exhaust is short
and unblocked and working well. The clothes are hot when you open the door like they should
be but the clothes are still damp and it is tumbling â€¦â€¦.. Bill, If the clothes are HOT after 2
hours of drying but still damp, then your washing machine may not fully be draining and
spinning properly leaving your clothes still full of water. This may or not be the case but we
need to mention it as 2 hours in a dryer that heats and clothing is HOT indicates washer may
not be spinning long enough to get water out of your clothing. Be sure your washer is working
properly, if it isâ€¦ Does your dryer have multiple elements? Have you tested them with a meter?
Could there possibly be an issue with the dryer only turning heat on only at certain times
indicating a control panel or board issue? Have you tested to be sure the dryer is constantly
heating the complete 2 hours? My kenmore electric dryer burned heating element twice. I
changed it both times and also decided to change all thermostats and put a new exhaust hose.
My dryer runs fine but does not cycle off the heating element on time dry until it gets to 20 or 25
minutes left in the cycle. Then it cycles off and on fine. If I put it on 60 min time and have no
clothes in it it cycles off after a couple minutes. Is this ok? I thought it should cycle off even
with wet clothes in it before waiting until there is only minutes left. John, To be clear, your dryer
does not heat until it has 20 minutes left in the drying cycle? I have checked everything with a

meter it seems to be good unless I have done something wrong. I really could use your advice
â€¦.. Bill, If ALL components have been tested and working, something must have been
overlooked. Is the heat setting on HIGH? If you take the vent hose off, do you feel any heat at all
coming out? Have you checked breaker to be sure dryer is not on 2 different breakers? I have a
whirlpool dryer it gets hot and turns but clothes are still damp after a min drying cycle. Bill,
Dryer most likely has 2 thermostats. One is probably bad. Do you have a model number so we
can research further? I ordered new dryer and old one was hauled away. The problem was not
with the dryer but the electric wireâ€¦. The voltages were not enough to heat up the element! I
figured this out when old one with absolutely no problem was gone! Make sure you check for
this :. I checked the dryer vent and hose and it is not clogged with lint. What else could be the
issue? Stephan, Be sure lint catch filter is clean. If lint screen and vent hose are clean and NOT
blocked, then the issue probably is within your dryer. Are you sure your dryer is on the highest
heat setting? If everything is as it should be, the first part to check is the thermal fuse on back.
If the thermal fuse goes bad, the dryer will spin but will NOT provide any heat. The other parts
that could be bad are the coils or thermostats. I have cleaned all lint related areas, help the
button and tumbler has spun for more than 5 minutes with no heat. Research has shown me
that it could be the coil, the thermostat or heating element. Is there a way that I can tell witch is
the sulprit without ordering all 3 parts? RB, We would suggest unplugging dryer, removing
service panel, and visually inspect inside. You may see something burned or broken. If not you
will have to test each component with a multimeter to determine which part is the faulty one.
Technician checked fuse and elements. To verify whether timer is a problem, I checked
continuity in red and black wires of the timer. Does this mean timer needs replacement? Sarah,
Why did the technician not fully troubleshoot your dryer problem? You need to test the timer in
ohms. This will tell you if a particular part of the timer is bad. Set your ohmmeter to the Rx1
setting. A normal reading for a dryer timer is in the â€” ohms range. You should find the
schematic for your dryer to find out any info that applies to your particular dryer. The schematic
should tell you the proper resistance reading for your specific dryer timer motor. Replace just
the motor itself and not the entire assembly as this will save you money. Everything has
checked out ok but still not getting enough heat to dry a regular sized load. Any other
suggestions? Claudia, Make sure lint filter clean. Make sure dryer is on high heat. Be sure the
vent hose is clear. Check to see if another setting is set incorrectly. Possibly test thermostats
with a multimeter. I have a roper electiric dryer model REXEQ2 that is not drying enough since I
changed it from a three prong to a 4 prong. I have checked the continuity on all parts and they
are all showing continuity and I cleaned out the vents and the back of the machine. How do I
check if the machine is getting the right voltage from the wall without electricuting myself :.
Claudia, Here is a video that will show how to test voltage on a dryer. The drum rotates fines. I
called the repair guy. Can you please guide me how do I check timer is a problem? Since timer
is very expensive, if it is faulty I would have to buy a new unit and want to make sure before
spending lots of money. Sarah, Your dryer has a thermal fuse. Did the technician check the fuse
or any of the thermostats? If so, and they were all ok, then that may be the reason he suggested
that the timer may be faulty. Make sure thermostat and fuse is ok, as these are relatively cheap
parts compared to an expensive timer. I have a frigidaire stackable, dryer heating fine but
clothes kept coming out damp, also wouldnt collect lint. Checked the back of the dryer and the
hose was off the connector on the back of the dryer. Got it back on. Could that be the reason my
clothes werent drying. No lint caught in the hose.. Also just replaced the heating element.
Darian, Check to be sure the heat setting is set on high. If you just replaced the element, was
the reason because it was bad or you just assumed that was the issue? The hose being off
should not effect if your clothes dry. It would actually dry your clothes faster if the hose was off
since the heat would not have to be pushed many feet through the wall or ceiling but it would
heat the house and lint would get everywhere. Your new element may not be the exact
replacement. This may be the reason your clothes are not drying as fast as before. Make sure
the vent hose is attached, set the dryer on high setting and longest heat setting and see what
happens. If you still have issues it may be a thermostat issue. My dryer seems to have low air
flow. I cleaned it of all lint inside and out, checked and cleaned the vent hose to the outside, but
it still does not dry. It does heat, and I replaced the thermostat that is on the air exit from the
machine just before the vent hose attaches, the one indicated and sold by the local appliance
repair part dealer when I described my problem. It WILL dry fine if I disconnect the vent and
allow it to blow air into the room, which should indicate a clogged vent hose or vent on the
outside of the house, and obviously that line is blocking airflow enough to make the dryer not
dry. BUT, is it possible that the blower is just not strong enough, that it is broken somehow? It
should be able to push air out a ten foot length of cleaned hose right? I tested the flow by
holding a paper towel to the intake on the inside of the drum with it running, and it was very

weak, though stronger without the hose attached, but even then, only equal to our other dryer
-the one in question is for our tenants-, which is connected with a similar length of hose. Is
there something wrong with the blower? Thank you for considering. Ryan, First, make sure the
vent hose is not being bent or crimped when the dryer is slid back into place. The shorter the
hose the better. You may also need to check with the manufacturer of the dryer to see the
specific specs on the blower. You can purchase another blower that may give you a better
airflow output. But know this, if the vent hose is long and bent or has many twists and turns
because of length, then the blower is having to work extra hard to actually PUSH the air out.
Meaning lint or other objects. Any slight blockage will cause you issues as you have described.
Let us know what you find and get back to us. ALSOâ€¦ What brand and model dryer are you
having issues with? I have a Frigidaire stackable and the dryer is getting hot and spinning but
wont dry until 3 spin cyclesâ€¦what do I do? Craven, Have you cleaned lint filter, checked vent
hose for clogs, inlet in wall, outlet behind dryer? Also make sure your temp setting is not
accidentally set to low. So i have cleaned the vent from the back of the dryer to outside. Paul,
Does the high limit blow as soon as you turn the dryer on? Is something grounding out on the
frame? Have you checked all wiring? If all that is good, have you removed the vent hose from
the wall and see if that makes a difference just as a test? I checked the: Thermal fuse, checks
ok, The heating element, checks ok, The thermostats, front one ok, rear one bad, I replaced
them both thermostats fuses and three weeks later its doing the same.. Charles, How many
times did you use your dryer in the 3 weeks it worked after you replaced the thermostats? Be
sure that the lint vent tube and in the wall is completely cleaned out of all lint buildup. Even if it
looks clean, deep in the wall it may not be. Pulled dryer out and cleaned the vent tube with drill
duct brush. Dryer still taking cycles to dry and the back of the dryer is very hot to the touch.
Rob, Instead of us giving paragraphs of advice, try this firstâ€¦ Remove the vent hose from the
dryer and do a test run. If the dryer still takes forever to dry your clothes, then you will know the
dryer itself is the problem. You may have a thermostat that is fluctuating or other temperature
control issues. If the dryer does dry your clothing as it should, then you know you still have a
major blockage in the wall or vent duct somewhere. It started to make a humming noise about
mins into a cycle I shut it off for a min and turned it back on and all was fine. Now today it made
the noise louder yet after 20 mins of use and then after sitting for a while and continuing the
load t went away again. What could be causing this humming noise? Kyle, Sounds like you
checked all the obvious signs of where the humming could be coming from. Could it actually
just be the machine slightly vibrating or possibly a side panel vibration? For us not to be able to
hear the sound we can only guess but could it be possibly a door issue? Loose screws or door
lock loose? Where is the humming sound coming from exactly? Dryer works tumbles but will
not heat. We replaced the thermal fuse and the dryer worked for about 30 minutes. We then
replaced the thermal fuse and the thermistor and the dryer worked for 3 loads. The thermal fuse
is not ohming out but now the thermistor is fine. All vents have been cleaned there are no
obstructions. Everything is testing fine except for the thermal fuse. Considering ordering the hi
limit thermostat along with the thermal fuse since I have read that it is recommended to replace
with the thermal fuse. Please help â€” thanks!! Nicole, Basically a thermal fuse reacts to
excessive temperature not electrical current but they shut off electrical power when they blow.
Assuming you have no air blockage in your vents, the problem could be a defective heating
element or the blower which pushes the hot air through the exhaust is bad. Have you checked
both parts to be sure they are in proper working order? Also a defective cycling thermostat can
also cause the dryer to overheat if it does not turn off the heat at the proper temperature.
Heating element: Have you checked to make sure it is not touching some part of the assembly
casing? You could unplug the dryer, remove the heater assembly and test it for continuity with
an ohmmeter just to be sure. Jessica, Your dryer works tumbles but just will not heat? It is most
likely your dryer is on a double breaker V each. One breaker is probably switched off. If your
dryer is V then make sure both breakers are flipped ON if that applies to your situation. If this
did not help please let know more detail about your situation. Make and model of your dryer. Hi,
I have a 3 year old electric Samsung dryer and it stopped heating. I have replaced heating
element actually complete house and kept the door open and hold button so that drum rotates.
And as soon as I turn it on I smell some thing burning, is this because of new element? Is there
some thing wrong, should I call a technician? Harish, If you see smoke, that COULD mean that
the element is just burning off any oils that are on it from production. This is your call butâ€¦. Is
it possible the heating element is making contact with something? Insulation, wires, the
housing? I have a gas speed queen dryer that runs fine but some of the clothes come out wet
like jeans. I checked the vents and there clean checked and replaced both thermostat sensors
and still clothes come out a little wet never had this problem before any ideas on what it may be.
Chris, First, make sure there are not multiple heat settings on your controls. We have seen

where a button is pressed to set the dryer to low heat. Check that first. Are you drying the
clothes on a different cycle then before? Have you checked the gas valve to be sure it is
working properly? Have you cleaned out the vents deep inside the walls? Is the lint screen
clean and not damaged? Any clues as to what else to look for or is it time for a new dryer?
Doug, Have you used a long bristle wand to clean deep into the vent behind the dryer? There
could be a large build up of lint hidden within it. Also be sure the filter screen is clean and not
damaged. Will a broken lint catcher affect the time of how long to dry? Our dryer takes two or
three cycles to dry. Our lint catcher is split on one side, could that be our issue? E, If the lint
catcher on your Dryer is ripped, cut in half, or a part of it is missing, your dryer is sucking all the
lint into the inside of the dryer and most likely clogging the air flow and air vent. That should fix
your dryer problem. Find a new lint screen on Amazon. Hello- My frigidaire electric dryer started
making a humming noise 2 days ago, but it was still tumbling and drying the clothes. Yesterday
it stopped heating but continued to tumble. Now it will tumble for about 10 minutes without
heating and then shut itself off. You can test them with a multimeter to see if they are working
properly. If you have more info for us, please let us know and we can continue to further
troubleshoot. My whirlpool dryer will heat up on certain settings but not on others such as
timed dry. There are no clogs as far as I can see. Josh, Your dryer timer more than likely needs
to be replaced. Test and see if the timer is supplying power to the heater element on timed dry
mode. If the timer is not sending power, it will need to be replaced. You can test the timer with a
multimeter. You could chance it and just purchase a new timer as that is really the only thing
that supplies power to the heating element. I have a dryer that is not completely drying medium
load and the vent fiters are needing to be cleaned after almost every cycle!!! Any
sugesstions???? Dan, Best thing to do is open the machine up on the back and do a visual
sweep to possibly find an obvious issue. If the filter needs cleaned after each drying load, that
is normal but having a large amount of lint will depend on what you are drying. Unfortunately
my dryer does not have a choice of temperature settings. There is not an external temperature
selector that I can test. My dryer is a I was wondering if the timer might be going bad.
Unfortunately it is not sold at Sears parts anymore. The dryer is about 21 years old. One thing
that I noticed is that the wires that lead up to the thermal cutoff fuse on the heater box are
charred and look almost fried. Why is a reading of 0 OHMS bad for a heater element when it still
shows continuity? Ivan, Heating elements can be tricky depending on age and type we just
wanted to be sure it showed continuity. Does your dryer have a choice of temp settings? If so
then there are separate thermostats used for each setting. Have you made certain to test and
troubleshoot the multiple thermostats? The selector switch or timer control routes the circuit
through to the appropriate thermostat so maybe one of them are bad or on the fritz. A
thermostat should show continuity when the switch is cool and no continuity when it is warmer
than its rated temperature. Hope that may help a little! Let us know! My dryer has proven to be
very frustrating to repair. The dryer stopped heating and I saw that the Thermal Cutoff Fuse on
the upper part of my heating element box was blown. I went to sears and purchased another
and replaced that along with the high heat thermometer and the Thermal Cutoff Fuse blew
again. I cleared it and washed everything so that even inside was clean. Have really good airflow
now. I checked my exhaust duct and there were not blockages. It has been working just fine for
almost a year now with the two bends in it. So that is not the problem. I placed it on a griddle
and at degrees it disengaged. Then when it cooled back down it allowed electrical flow. I did this
twice and it worked well. I checked the electrical flow using a multi-tester. This was located
directly above my cycling thermostat. I started to wonder if my heating elements themselves
were bad. I did a Ohms test using an analog multi-tester on the heating element terminals just to
make sure they were still all in one piece. The test showed continuity, 0 ohms to be exact. I then
tested to see if the heating elements had been grounded by touching the outside of the heating
box with one lead on the outside of my heater box and the other lead to each of the two
terminals one at a time. At that point I took the heater box off the dyer to visually inspect the
elements and everything look good. Nothing was worn down. I checked my drum seal to see if it
might be allowing air to get sucked in bypassing the heater box. It still fit nicely and was tight all
the way around. After trying all of those steps I purchased another Thermal Cutoff Fuse and it
also blew. There is no external temperature switch for me to check on this model dryer and now
I am lost as to what to look for next. Can anyone think of anything else that might be causing
my dryer to overheat to the point where the thermal fuse on my heater box keeps blowing? Hi
Ivan, Sounds like your dryer is making your like hellâ€¦.. Did you have it installed in the dryer
when you checked for continuity or did you remove the element first? See here â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦â€¦.
The vent hose on my tumbler needed replacing was torn but I seem to be doing something
wrong as the hose is not staying attached inside the machine. Other than that,machine is
working well. Hi Liz, Sounds like you need the tension clamps for your dryer hose. Have a look

at this dryer vent hose with clamps picture and if that is the type of hose you have then you
need the retaining rings. If you already have them then you may not have them on correctly. I
have a whirlpool electric front load dryer that is not heating up or drying the clothes. I have
recently replaced the thermostat and the heating coil. The dryer vent on the dryer has been
cleaned out, the hose is not clogged up and the hose exhaust unit is cleaned out. The power
plug is plugged in to a outlet. I plug it in and try the power button options and have tried several
positions on the controls but it puts out no warm air. So it is still not heating up? Just blows
cold air. The drum will turn and everything else seems to work. Whirlpool mod wedsq0 ser mu
Hi Caroline, Have you checked the Thermal Fuse for continuity? Hi Sherwin, Make and model of
your dryer? The drum will not turn by hand or while it is powered? Does the dryer make a
humming noise, can you hear the motor? If you are trying to run your dryer and the drum will
not turn, then a broken belt is the most likely problem. When the technician came, he replaced
the thermal fuse. I was using it after he left, when the full cycle was done and I was taking the
clothes out, the outside of the dryer was too hot and even the clothes are too hot to touch. What
would be the problem this time of the dryer? However the thermal fuse should blow if this is the
case. It may be possible that the issue before the technician came out was a clogged vent,
therefore the thermal fuse blew. Now the vent is still clogged and quit possibly the thermal fuse
will blow again. OR There is a thermostat in your dryer that monitors the temperature in the
blower and turns the heating element or gas burner on and off as needed to keep the proper
temperature. This can create a temperature that is unsafe in the drum. So it may be possible the
thermostat is at fault. OR The wrong thermal fuse could have been installed and it is not
blowing tripping when the temperature gets too high. Hi David, Are you able to tell if the dryer is
heating up? It may be that the High Limit Thermostat has tripped and the dryer is not heating.
You can open up the back panel and see if you can locate the thermostat that may be resettable.
There could also be a number of other problems but the thermostat or thermal fuse is most
likely causing your issue. A ventless dryer can take a long time to dry your clothing. Some
ventless dryers may take between 2 and 4 hours to dry a half load of clothes. I rent a house
where the washer and electric dryer are both outside under a covered area. There is no exhaust
hose attached to the dryer. In fact, it feels like the clothes only get dry through their constant
movement in the drum and what little warm air is inside the drum. However, when I put my hand
up to the exhaust vent back of the dryer, in the center at the bottom the air coming out feels a
lot hotter than what is in the drum. How can I have warm air in the drum yet very hot air coming
out of the exhaust vent? Thx for your response. Great site! Hi David, We would need the brand
and model number so we know the exact components that may be malfunctioning. Howeverâ€¦
We would suggest removing power, removing the service access panel and have a look inside.
Inspect for anything that may be burned, clogged, or loose. If there is hot air coming from the
back of the dryer, then this sounds as if something is blocked internally. There may be a
massive buildup of lint on the inside frame that is somehow redirecting or reducing the heat
needed to dry your clothing. I have a 4 year old Samsung front loader washer and dryer. We
moved into a new house one year ago and dryer has not worked the same. We have no
basement so the vent goes up the wall out of the roof of house, about 20 feet. I am amazed,
what do people in condos do with their dryers? My options are to move the dryer to another
room, which is almost impossible, or have hose go under house into crawl space. About 3 feet
down. Not sure how safe that is. Can you help me out here, I am out of options. Motor coils
everything else is working fine on dryer.. When they tested it, when hose was on, it heated only
to about 50 degrees for 17 seconds, then shut off. When they took hose off, it heated to degrees
for over 2 minutesâ€¦.. I am out of options at this point. Hi Lisa, Having read the description of
your problem, the obvious problem sounds to be a clogged vent hose or massive lint buildup in
the wall or roof area. If you had repair technicians testing your machine, they more than likely
checked this. However there is no other explanation for the dryer to work perfectly when the
vent hose is off. The machine is designed to shut off heat if it senses an air vent blockage to
prevent fire. We would suggest to inspect the vent hose for any blockage. Once you determine it
is free of obstructions, use a hand wand vacuum and get out as much lint from the wall or the
roof area where the hose vents out as possible. If you have heavy lint buildup in the wall, you
may need to hire a company who specializes in clearing this. As for the hose needing to be 3
feet max, we have heard this but have seen much longer vent hoses on dryers. A vent hose at
20 feet does sound very long. However if the hose is free from blockage and in a straight
enough line, you should be able to use the dryer as normal. My dryer is electric.. Hi Latoya, We
are assuming your dryer tumbles but does not heat. This could be that your dryer is V and the
secondary breaker is off. Check the breakers to make sure they are on. Symptom â€” Burner
lights off, but goes out quickly. What is it? Not all furnaces have a flame sensor, but if your
furnace has one, it will be mounted close to the burner with the metal rod positioned in the

flame. Flame sensors vary in size 2 to 4 inches and shape see examples below. They are
powered by a single wire carrying a small amount of electricity less than 10 DC microamps.
What is happening? Flame sensors rarely fail. Broken or cracked ceramic are signs that the
flame sensor is defective. Note â€” If this repair does not restore normal operation call for free
diagnosis assistance or bring the flame sensor in to the U-FIX-IT Appliance Parts store for free
testing and inspection. Part Request Know the part you are looking for but can't find it? Let us
find it and let you know when we do. He has been in the appliance parts business since I have
cleaned the low flame sensor and replace it. Does the flame go out during the blower stage or is
there another problem? If the flame comes on and then goes out in a short time, that is classic
symptom of a flame sensor or a bad ground for the control board. Variations from that symptom
would be pointing to some other malfunction. Thanks for this tip. This 5-min fix saved my family
a ton of discomfort. Hello Paul, Hooray for you and your family! We love it when we hear that we
made a difference in your day. Thank you for letting us know. My York furnace blinks 7 times
over and over. I changed the flame sensor rod but still no heat and same code is still blinking.
Cleaning or replacing the flame sensor is the usual solution. You did not mention if you are
experiencing these symptoms after replacing the flame sensor. I would observe the ignition
sequence. The flame should ignite without delay. The burner should produce a steady blue
flame. The flame should impinge on the flame sensor. The control board must be grounded. The
control board sends out a very low voltage to the flame sensor that conducts through the flame
to ground and back to the control board. If the flame does not burn steadily on the flame sensor
it can interrupt the circuit. Slow ignition is not a common problem. The ignitor, the gas valve,
and gas pressure can be a factor in those symptoms. Thank you for your inquiry. I have a
comfortmaker gas furnace. Its fitted with 2 rollouts and one main limit switch. My furnace goes
on and off and gives 4 blinks. According to the chart 4 blinks means limit switch open. Should I
replace main limit switch or the rollouts? A limit switch does not perform the same function as a
flame sensor. The flame sensor detects the presence of a flame. A limit switch functions to
prevent dangerous overheating by shutting off the flame to prevent fires. A limit switch can be
tested using an ohm meter. With no wires attached to the limit switch the reading between the
two terminals should be the same reading seen when the two probes of the ohm meter are
touched together. Alternatively, the limit switches and rollout switches can be tested for free at
your nearest U-FIX-IT Appliance Store, or call for free diagnosis assistance. I have an Amana
natural gas direct vent furnace. Girard replace sensor. Gas and electric cleaned and did
everything they could. Sent me to Girard who I bought it from. Still same problem. The furnace
was on 70 degrees worked 4 a few days. After turning on and off downstairs and lowering the
temp to 67 degrees it cycles on and off. It will not work over 67 degrees. Keep having this
problem. They just replaced it and this is still the code we get. Hello Jean, I can tell how
frustrating your situation has become. I would start by verifying the error code I found is a
match for your furnace. If it does match , I would prove the malfunction by using a multimeter to
read the voltage powering the gas valve. When the power is cut off to the gas valve, the burner
should go out when the voltage is turned off by the board. I am guessing that the error code is
intermittent, so I would be prepared to cycle the valve a number of times before the malfunction
and the error code appears. I have had my sensor cleaned twice the last 2 months as it has
stopped working, orange flame. Can dryerblintbblock the sensor since my dryer is nearby?
Also, if the flame starts orange and then imediately changes to blue right now, is that ok? Brian,
You mention your dryer, but your question is on the furnace page. Your question is not clear to
me. You seem to be asking if the furnace operation could be affected by the dryer being located
close by. Both dryers and furnaces require makeup air to offset the air they are pumping
outside. If the two units are operating in a tightly enclosed area, then it is possible that they may
be starving for makeup air to replace the air they are pumping outdoors. Hi we just switched
from oil to propane. The 1st burner was doing the classic 3 attempts and then out. Was getting a
flame 3 tries and then the blinking 3 red lights. Another brand new burner was brought in and is
doing the same thing. Have had propane provider check all pressures.. All are at operating
standards. This is a smaller furnace is it is heating a mobile home. Any advice? Matthew, When
a new malfunction appears after work has been done, I retrace all the steps of what was done
looking at the items that may have been disconnected to facilitate accomplishing the main work.
I would be looking for wires, hoses, and brackets that may have been reconnected incorrectly.
In this case I would look carefully at the wires and hoses connected to the pressure switch.
Universal pressure switches often have two possible connections for the hose. I would confirm
both ends of the hose are connected and there are no holes. If the furnace has operated
correctly since the conversion, I would replace the pressure switch, since 3 flashes points
toward the pressure switch. My gas electric start furnace keeps going out. My husband was a
utility Forman in a gas company in IL and hes passed away at Which I have been getting it

going. The next day it will be out again. One of his coworkers put the tiniest part in saying you
dont want to touch or it might not work. He gently put it in but I cant remember what it is! Thank
you! I cannot be certain which part was replaced from your description. Ceramic igniters are the
most delicate part on a gas furnace. Give us a call at for free diagnosis assistance and we will
help you determine why your furnace is not working. Thank you for your inquiry and have a
Happy New Year!. How many times can a flame sensor be cleaned before it needs to be
replaced,mine has been cleaned twice during yearly maintenance check done buy certified
furnace tech. Where can i order one to have on hand in case of an emergency. My furnace is a
Trane and 10 years old. The model number of my furnace is xv95 model number tuh2ba9v3va
Thanks Darwin. Sensors go bad when the ceramic insulator cracks, otherwise they can be
sanded endlessly. It would be easier to believe if the coating we sand off was visible in some
way. The low voltage that is transiting the flame sensor through the flame is easily blocked by
the invisible residue that builds up on the sensor. The vast majority of flame sensors we sell
replace good sensors in spite of us recommending against it. There are no internal
components, it is a metal rod mounted in a ceramic insulator. I am happy to sell you a standby
replacement sensor if you want one. You are much more likely to need a safety limit, a pressure
switch, a capacitor, a draft inducer motor or a blower motor over the life of your furnace. Call us
at if you would like us to ship you one. Call the for free personalized help in diagnosing your
symptoms. Have your model number when you call. My flame sensor has been cleaned a few
times over the last seven years but this last incident needed replacing. Before replacing the
flame sensor my furnace would try to turn on in intervals of three. With flame sensor replaced
the furnace works but now repeatedly turns on and fulfills three cycles same interval anount. I
am not certain what your symptoms are from your description. I only can cut it off by the switch
on the wall. I guess the control switch. What makes it not go off and is this expensive. How
much please? You have not given enough information that I can be of help. I have a York
furnace, keeps shutting on and off.. It is exhibiting the classic symptoms of a flame sensor
problem. I would make certain the flame is impinging on the flame sensor. I would check the
furnace control board has a good ground. I would check all the safeties connected to the
control board. If everything checks good, that would lead me to believe the control board is bad.
My gas furnace would cycle endlessly and not start. The hot igniter would come on, the exhaust
blower would come on, then the main burner gas would come out and ignite, then about 2
seconds later, it would go out, shut down intentionally by some valve. Then the cycle would
start again. I took out what must have been this flame sensor, and, even though it did not look
very dirty, brightened it up a little with a green scotchbrite pad, wiped it off, then put it back.
Yes, It sounds like you did fix it. Flame sensors acquire an invisible coating over time which can
block the flow of a very low voltage from the sensor through the flame and back to the control
board. The board shuts off the gas whenever it does not detect the voltage. Good job! Jim How
about this I have an Air Pro bgua coleman and have just recantly replaced the main fan motor.
After the succsesful repalcement, the furnce would light then go out also showing the false
flame sensor code. Now I have a new flame sensor and the same old problem. So what would
you say is my next coures of action short of an axe should be? You have been doing the things
that make sense. If it was my furnace, I would check that all the safeties have continuity, the
flame is impinging on the flame sensor, and I would make certain the control board has a good
ground. If all those check out, then I would replace the control board. My furnace ignites and
instantly goes out it cycles 3 times before stopping completelyâ€¦ cleaned sensor still not
working even changed air filter please help no money 66 degrees now and dropping. I would
make certain the control board has a good ground and then I would locate the wiring diagram
on the indoor unit. Furnace control boards often have flashing lights that indicate error codes
which are explained on the wiring diagram. If there are no error codes to follow, I would find the
safeties shown on the diagram and check them for continuity. Any open safety is bad and
should be replaced. You can take your wiring diagram to the nearest U-FIX-IT store for
personalized help on how to proceed with the troubleshooting. We have Benton bg burner.. I
have replaced electrodes and controller and checked ground. But problem not solvedâ€¦please
help. Unfortunately, I have no answer for you. Oil burners are not a product commonly sold here
in Texas. I have two boys in college right now very expensive and money is tight. Have a great
day! Thanks Jim!! I got home tonight and my thermostat read 58 degrees when it was set to I
tried resetting it at the fuse box to no avail. I came across your helpful article and with only
removing 3 screws and about 10 minutes time my heater is working again! You saved me a lot
of stress, time and money. Thank you so much! Last summer I had a leak in the ac condensate
tray. It caused the fan to turn on randomly but the ac always worked. In the fall it was time for
heat and nothing. Not even the draft motor would come on. I replaced the board only to find that
the problem still existed. A replacement of the gas valve corrected the issue for a while. I now

have chronic random instances of the burner either not lighting or lighting and immediately
shutting down. Sometimes If I cycle power, or even remove the igniter and flame sensor and
then reinstall no cleaning the systems works fine for a while. Sometimes hours, sometimes
days but has always come back. I am stumped. I have even added second ground lines to see if
that would help. No change so I removed it. Random malfunctions are the most difficult to
troubleshoot and there is no easy answer here. Troubleshooting can only take place while the
system is working incorrectly. Use the wiring diagram and a volt meter to start the process. Is
the low voltage system producing the correct voltage? Is the control voltage present at the gas
valve when it fails to light? I have same cycling problem but have no flame sensor. Schematic
says i have a pilot sensor but the only thing going to it is the ignition wire. No lo v wire at all.
Call the store nearest you for more personalized help. We will need to see your schematic to get
you started in the right direction. After cleaning flame sensor, checking ground, board
connection, exhaust for blockage and none of that fixed it. We found the exhaust pipe hanger
was poorly hung and was working its way out and this caused the exhaust to droop and hold
condensation which would shut the unit off also. It seems to be fixed now. Your experience is
the reason I always fix whatever is not right, even when it seems unrelated to the problem I am
trying to solve. The seemingly unrelated little thing has often proved to be the cause of the
larger problem. I have cleaned the flame sensor and I have even checked the sensor appears to
be working. Your description is the classic symptom of a dirty flame sensor. If all your safeties
check good and the control board ground is good. You may have a bad control board. Thanks
for your info. Simple fix and very easy to do. Glad I found you and saved some money. Happy
new year. Thank you for your service to the USA! I truly appreciate the advice on this issue. I
followed your directions and all is working fine now. Thank you again! Woke up for Christmas
only to find our house was 63 degrees on a 30 degree day. I knew there would not be much luck
in getting a repair man out today without spending huge dollars. Found this article online and
performed the repair. I was laying in bed 30 minutes ago noticing that the burner was kicking off
after about seconds of burning, did a quick Google search, removed, sanded and reinstalled the
flame sensor and all is well now. Oh thank goodness for the Internet!!!. Thank you for telling
your story. Hi Jim, Let me begin by saying Thank You for your military service! I have a Luxaire
gas furnace that is giving me fits! There are 4 burners that are to have a blue flame once the
igniter heats the gas. Only 2 of mine light. The one directly behind the igniter and the one beside
it. The other two will not light unless I clean the flame sensor which I have done a half dozen
times in a week! Used sand paper and emory cloth. This one has been shined like a mirror and
will only allow one or 2 cycles before the furnace shuts down again! Can you explain? I have a
Lennox furnace and my flame sensor is connected to a metal pipe and another piece it does not
just come out like I seen in videos. I can take the screw out and clean the top of the sensor but
like I said its attached to other pipes and things. Any suggestions would help. My furnace
comes on for 1 minute then shuts down. Thank you. The ignition board delivers V AC low amp
through the flame sense rod. The flame rectifies the AC voltage to DC voltage the flame is a
terrible conductor and only conducts half the sine wave changing the AC to DC voltage and the
ignition board is looking for microamps through the ground. I too had the same symptoms and
after spending over three hundred dollars on a new sensor, control board, and igniter all of
which left me with the same problems. The culprit happened to be a Robin decided to build a
nest in the chimney stack. Once I cleared it out the heater fired up and worked fine. Thanks for
the story. The Robin definitely set up a difficult to diagnose scenario. I admire your tenacity.
You won! Kept trying to light it now that u mentioned the birds nest I realized it was the snow on
the roof not allowing airflow, unfortunately before reading this flames shot out in my face and
almost blew me through the wall. Thank you all so much for your input on the internet to help
others! Vent pipe from outside for fresh air not blocked. Gas furnace. It started about a year
ago, cleaned flame sensor â€” was fine for 3 months. Then became worse. About every other
month, the flame sensor must be cleaned. Michigan house. Thoughts, comments â€” much
appreciated. I apologize for the delay. As you are painfully aware, your malfunction is going to
be something out of the ordinary. You have been thorough in following all possibilities as they
were posited to you. I do not have an easy solution for you. It appears from your narrative that
cleaning the sensor corrects the problem when it occurs. This would lead me to look for
something that changed in your house at the time your problem began. I would be especially
suspicious of anything that changed the composition of the combustion air. Pool chemicals,
cleaners, paint, scented candles etcâ€¦; anything that might produce fumes that could be
sucked into the combustion air. I suspect the problem is external to the furnace and will appear
to be totally unrelated. Something changed after 7 years of trouble free operation. The mystery
to solve is â€” what changed? I wish I had something more definite for you. I hope this helps.
Please let me know what the problem is when you find it. I would like to know. I have a lennox

furnace. The furnace burners kick on and run for a couple minutes and then shut down. The
ignitor re-lights and the flame kicks on again. Then, the flame shuts down again after about a
minute. The ignitor lights up again but, the burners will not re-light. If I shut the thermostat off
for about 15 minutes, I can then get the burners to light up again but, the same thing happens
where the burners turn off and on. I cleaned the flame sensor but, the same thing happens,
again. I can tell you the costâ€¦ to clean and warranty it for a year. The last time I must have had
a random acts of kindness vibe going bc the guy cleaned it for free as part of my maintenance
contract. I have the same contract but a different serviceman and that is what he charged. My
gas furnace was cycling on and off repeatedly and so I turned to Internet searching and came
across your site. The fix in this post did the trick. I cleaned the sensor with fine sandpaper, put
it back together and turned the unit back on. It fired up and has been running fine for over an
hour. I have to clean my flame senser about once a month or my furnace stops working. I was
told by a friend who does heating and plumbing that I most likely have a crack in my heat
exchanger and my whole 14year old furnace needs to be replaced. We have two co detectors in
the basement by the furnace and more on our upper levels which have not detected any
problems. Today I noticed that the exhaust pipe that runs from the water heater and connects to
the exhaust pipe of the furnace before going up the chimney, is split open along the top side. I
taped it closed for now with aluminum tape and my furnace seems to be running fine right now.
Could this be my problem? Good job spotting the split in the pipe! I always recommend fixing
the most obvious problem first. I have been pleasantly surprised how often this practice results
in seemingly unrelated problems going away. Yes, this could be what is causing your problem. I
recommend replacing the defective exhaust pipe and making certain there are no other leaks in
the exhaust pipe. Cleaned the fire rod with steel wool and the furnace is working great. I can
only imagine what a HVAC company would charge! My furnace will just stop working. The
thermostat if set at 69 and the inside temp is 60 and it shows the unit is heating. The only way to
get heat is to turn off unit and restart it. I did replace the thermostat thinking that was bad.
Unfortunately it has not stopped the problem. I have been reading about this problem and they
state I need to clean the flame sensor which has not been cleaned in a while. Do I have to take
that out of the furnace. Or could this problem be in a board? Hi, my suburban sf35 blower runs
non stop. Limit switch was replaced after 2 weeks of bypassing when furnace worked fine while
waiting on part. Now the burner seems to fire for about a min but never seems to catch. It is
warm in here but the blower constant running is driving me crazy. Hi my name rene I am having
problems with furnace it keeps short cycling ; I have replaced smartvalue ,control board,high
temp limit, and rollout limit any help wuld be much appricated thanks. I have been having issues
with my furnace. The flame lights them goes out right away. I have cleaned the flame sensor
several times and it works for a few days and then I have to do it again. Am I not cleaning it
good enough? Do I need to buy a new sensor? Could their be another issue? Let me know what
you think and thanks for your help. Hey I have a Colman evcon gas furnace ive checked
everything it had a bad high limit it was a I changed it and now the flame and blower shuts off
after 3 or 4 min and relights in a few min then blower restarts and repeats should I have a bigger
high limit or what I appreciate your help. First, I recommend verifying that high limit you
replaced is the component cutting the power to gas valve on your Coleman Evcon gas furnace.
This can be done using a multi-meter. Second, If the new high limit is cutting the power and it
matches the temperature of the old high limit I do not recommend installing a higher
temperature. The high limit only cuts out when something else is wrong. Look for something
causing reduced air flow through the combustion chamber. A faulty induced draft motor, a
restriction in the exhaust pipe or insufficient make up air are places to look. A hole in the heat
exchanger can also disturb the air flow patterns causing the high limit to cut out. This is an
extremely dangerous condition as the gas furnace can leak carbon monoxide gas into the living
area of the house and poison the occupants. If you suspect a hole shut down your furnace
immediately until you can test it. I have the same flame out problem as described above. Have
cleaned the flame sensor, checked all the connections and made sure the ground wire was
secure. The problem still persists. The flame stops as soon as the main blower comes on. The
system then immediately recycles with the ignition cycle etc. A friend said maybe the controller
board is bad and needs to be replaced. What else can i do to diagnose this problem? I have the
exact same issue. Everything works as it should until blower stars and burners stop
immediately. Did you sole this problem? In most systems a pressure switch failure will prevent
flame ignition. Here are three more items to check. The pathway for low voltage electricity runs
from the control board to the sensor through the flame to the burner back to the control by way
of the ground for the control board. If these three steps do not identify the problem, bring the
wiring diagram for the furnace to U-FIX-IT and we will help you work out a plan for finding the
problem. Mine has Puron for the AC. I am very interested as to what this problem is cause I am

having the same problem. I cleaned the sensor maybe not good enough? Cept now the flame
will stay on for about 1 or 2 minutes, some time maybe up to 5 minutes. Im considering taking
thesensor out and cleaning it again. I now have some grit sandpaper, maybe that will do the
job? Will the folling answers be sent to me or do Need to come back and check a couple of
times daily? The guys at my U-Fix-It had realy great guys to deal with. But this is Sunday, I think
they close on Sundaysâ€¦. Yes, cleaning it again is a good idea. It does not take much effort to
clean the sensor since the coating is very thin and easy to remove. In addition, you may want to
inspect the condition of the ceramic insulator and the wire attached to the sensor for cracks or
breaks. Check to make certain the electronic control board has a good ground. The circuit for
the sensor is completed through the furnace frame and the ground for the board. Please call
back to the store if you continue to have problems. Web Design By. Retail Locations: Se Habla
Espanol! View Cart Arlington : Arlington â€” S. Cooper St. View Cart Locations. Se Habla
Espanol! By using this form you agree with the storage and handling of your data by this
website. Leave a Reply Click here to cancel reply. Danny Palmer says:. March 25, at am. Jim
Plummer says:. March 25, at pm. Paul OBrien says:. March 13, at pm. March 15, at am. Robert
says:. February 27, at pm. March 1, at am. Abel says:. February 11, at am. Jean Fee says:.
February 2, at am. February 4, at pm. Brian dennis says:. January 26, at am. January 26, at pm.
Matthew Coppola says:. January 24, at am. January 24, at pm. Kim Spencer says:. December 27,
at pm. December 31, at am. Darwin Fure says:. December 26, at am. December 27, at am.
December 17, at pm. Christopher G Lewis says:. November 28, at am. December 4, at pm.
Melissa says:. November 16, at am. November 17, at pm. Denise King says:. November 10, at
pm. November 13, at pm. Ed silva says:. February 7, at pm. February 21, at pm. Steve says:.
February 3, at am. David G. April 21, at pm. April 22, at pm. Mike says:. November 6, at am.
November 8, at pm. Singhm says:. October 4, at am. October 10, at pm. Brian Topping says:.
February 12, at am. Jerry D says:. February 1, at pm. Mark says:. January 25, at pm. Bill Thoms
says:. Tammy says:. January 17, at pm. January 23, at pm. David says:. January 17, at am. Chris
says:. January 2, at pm. Jim Sachs says:. December 30, at am. Tim says:. Brent says:.
December 25, at pm. Dan H says:. November 27, at pm. B Russell Sprout says:. Shannon says:.
November 7, at pm. Cap says:. October 30, at am. John Doe says:. October 23, at am. November
23, at pm. Frank says:. April 27, at pm. May 23, at pm. Lisa Mackey says:. John says:. April 9, at
am. Jeremiah says:. March 23, at pm. Susie q says:. March 19, at pm. February 23, at pm.
February 24, at am. JRigs says:. February 11, at pm. Heather says:. February 3, at pm. February
24, at pm. Gilbert Anguiano says:. February 2, at pm. Blake says:. January 14, at pm. January 7,
at am. December 29, at pm. Rene Flores says:. December 25, at am. Cory says:. December 24, at
pm. Chris M says:. January 1, at pm. Emmett says:. November 14, at pm. February 12, at pm.
February 13, at am. Kirby Martin says:. December 22, at pm. December 23, at am. Appliance
Parts. Arlington East Dallas Here are the diagrams and repair parts for Craftsman snow thrower,
as well as links to manuals and error code tables, if available. For DIY troubleshooting advice
and repair guides, visit our repair help section. Showing 10 of parts. Learn how to tighten a
snowblower drive control if the drive slips or doesn't engage, and how to loosen it if the
snowblower creeps when you disengage the drive. Model Craftsman snow thrower. There are a
couple of ways to find the part or diagram you need: Click a diagram to see the parts shown on
that diagram. View engine. Snowblower chute retainer ring, inner Part MA. Manufacturer
substitution. This part replaces Substitute parts can look different from the original. Add to cart.
Snowblower auger drive cable Part MA. Snowblower gearbox housing gasket Part MA.
Snowblower auger shaft bearing Part MA. Snowblower headlight assembly Part MA.
Snowblower ground drive chain Part MA. Snowblower drive cable spring boot Part MA.
Snowblower gearbox housing, left Part MA. Snowblower wheel assembly, right Part YP.
Symptoms for gas snowblowers. Choose a symptom to see related snowblower repairs. View
all. Tire is damaged. Read more. Engine runs rough. Needs tune-up. Won't self propel. Won't
throw snow far enough. Won't clear snow well. Won't start. Won't stay running. Chute won't
turn. Repair guides for gas snowblowers. December 1, How to replace a snowblower fuel filter.
Replace the fuel filter on your snowblower if it's clogged or damaged. Repair difficulty. How to
rebuild a snowblower carburetor. Rebuild the carburetor on your snowblower if the engine isn't
getting fuel. How to replace a snowblower 4-way chute control assembly. Articles and videos for
gas snowblowers. Use the advice and tips in these articles and videos to get the most out of
your snowblower. November 1, How to adjust a snowblower auger control video. How to adjust
a snowblower drive control video. How to adjust a snowblower chute control rod video. Air
Compressor. Jobsmart Air Compressor Parts. Bottom-Mount Refrigerator. Gas Pressure
Washer. Craftsman gas pressure washer parts. Gas Snowblower. Craftsman gas snowblower
parts , Craftsman gas snowblower parts. Gas Walk-Behind Mower. Craftsman gas walk-behind
mower parts. Lawn Edger. Craftsman lawn edger parts. Refrigerator Light Bulb W Pressure

Cooker. Pressure Cooker Parts. Side-By-Side Refrigerator. Kenmore side-by-side refrigerator
parts. Table Saw. Delta table saw parts. Wall Oven. Kitchenaid Wall Oven Parts. Need help?
Close Start Chat. How do you fix a washer that will will not spin or drain? If your old or new
washing machine does not spin we have some diy fix tips below to get it running again. This
should be completed before taking off parts or removing panels to make sure the computer
control is not at fault. To fix your washer yourself, you may need to find your Washing Machine
Service Repair manual. Top loading washing machines that have a faulty lid switch will not turn
the agitator and the spin cycle will not start. However on some washing machine models it will
still agitate but not spin. To properly check this you must remove the lid switch. The lid switch
is inside the washing machine main housing near the door frame. Remember to unplug your
washer before you begin any testing or repairs. Once the switch is removed keep the wires
coming from the washer attached to it so you can test it with a digital multimeter. Press the
button on the switch to simulate closing the lid. When the lid is OPEN button not pressed in ,
the switch should have no continuity. If the switch does not have continuity when pressed in,
the lid switch needs to be replaced. Find your washing machine lid switch. If the lid switch is
functioning properly, go to the next step. This is usually always the defective part when your
washing machine pumps the water out but will not spin and also when the water overflows on
your washer. You can check this yourself by removing the 4 screws that hold the control panel
in place. Once removed you will see the Water Level Control Valve. To identify it look for the
part with the small plastic tube attached to it. Once identified, pull the plastic hose off the water
level switch and blow air into it. If the tube is clogged with soapy residue, then you can try
forcing vinegar down the tube and in the switch itself by using a turkey baster as this will
dissolve the soapy residue. If the switch is visibly cracked or burned you will need to replace it.
When your washer is not spinning, check the drive belt for damage, rips, over stretched, or has
fallen off. If the belt is in good condition be sure you check that the idler pulley and or glide on
the motor is working correctly and is able to move as designed. Check that there is nothing
hindering the agitator or wash basket movement. If something is hindering the agitator or wash
tub from turning or moving, this can cause the washer belt on the pulley to SLIP and therefore
not spin. Make sure to inspect for oil drips or any water leaking on the pulleys or the washer
belt that could cause any slippage and therefore not spin properly. Using the exact replacement
washing machine belt is critical as the size, length, and width will help to run your front load
washer as designed. If the belt is slightly longer, slippage can occur and the washer may not
spin on certain cycles or wash load sizes. Question: My Top Load Whirlpool washing machine
will not spin on the spin cycle for the regular wash anymore. Both cycles will not agitate the
clothes. Will I need to buy a new one or is there hope in saving my washer? Answer 1 â€”
Sounds like the coupling as that is usually the bad part in most Whirlpool models for the
problem you are describing. The Whirlpool washer has no belts and is a direct drive gearbox.
The motor coupling was a weak plastic part which has been replaced with a steel coupling as a
direct replacement. However, if the washer does spin on pre soak then it could be a bad switch.
There should be repair information online for your model that can help you figure it out. Answer
2 â€” Our washing machine had spin troubles also. It is a Kenmore front loading washer and
only 1 year old. Try going on the Appliance Repair Questions website. Those guys are very
helpful and some of them are actual appliance technicians that answer your questions free.
Seems more to be a control panel issue. It may be the timer itself. Test the timer. Possibly a
clogged drain or a pump not pumping? If the washer fills at a certain rate and it drains at a
certain rate then this is probably not the cause. Do some tests and find out. Get a wiring and
parts diagram and look at the wiring on your washer and find out what leads to what to trace
and test the components with a multimeter. Make sure those functions are turning on when they
should. After resetting my washer following these steps, my machine is back up and running
smoothly. Hi guys, My top loader wont wash or spin properly. It makes a grating noise on wash,
sounds like its on one direction of the agitator. On spin cycle the agitator spins hard but the
bowl goes slowly, balling up the clothes and not spinning them. What can I do as a self fix?
Thanks, Peter. Hey guys My samsung ww75jiw bubblewash7. Any idea how I would go about
this? My Whirlpool washine machine Model 2DLSJ02 was not spinning and the pump was
replaced about a month ago but the problem has recurred. Please help me figure out what the
issue is? I have a 10 year old Maytag Top load Washing machine. The washer is spinning in spin
mode but it will no longer get all the water out of the clothes when done. Can you help. What
could be the problem? I am going on a trip tomorrow and it shut down in the middle of the wash
cycle. Followed your master reset instructions and they worked like a charm. I have tried to put
them on a spin after the wash but they are still sopping wet? Do you know what this could be?
Or what I can do to find the fault? This is the problem I am having with my Whirlpool front load
washer. What do I have to look at? I have a Kenmore washer dryer combo that is not working. I

had a load of laundry in the washer and it started becoming off balance. After panicking for a
minute, it finally stopped. I rebalanced the load and turned it back on. Everything seemed fine
and it acted like the wash cycle was over. I waited almost an hour before trying to run another
load. The lid lock clicks and locks, and it sounds like it is starting, but after a minute it shuts
down and the timer beeps. Trying to fix this on my own without having to call a service tech out.
The unit is only a few months old. My machine goes thru all the cycles but does not spin â€”
there was mild-moderate odor of burning rubber. Is this machine worth fixing? My Whirlpool top
load washer will not spin even though it makes the spinning sound. It drains the water but the
clothes are still partially soaked. My Ikea integrated washing machine does full wash cycle but
not the spin. Any suggestions I have no idea where to start. I have a Zanussi washing machine,
it was working perfectly fine then all of a sudden it wont spin. Am I going have to get a new
one? Sian Norbury, Depending on what model number your Zanussi washing machine is, check
the lid switch, or the door switch to be sure it is working properly. I have a Maytag top load
washer, during the rinse while in the spinning process it started to make a weird noise and
smoke started to come out. I turned off the washing machine and notice that it was not spinning
and did not rinse. Nancy T. Unplug washer and open the service panel. Use a flashlight and
have a look inside. You will most likely see a shredded rubber belt. If this is the case, order a
new belt for your Maytag washer and install it yourself. If it is not a belt issue, please let us
know and please supply us with the model number off your Maytag washer. Thanks for the info.
Our Kenmore series 80 washer has erratic behavior.. I have a Roper by Whirlpool top load
washing machine and it fills with water. Andrea, If the Roper top load washer hums when it
should spin, and the washer will not drain, you may have 2 issues. First check that the drain
pump, drain hose, and wall drain are free of debris. The washer may not spin properly if the
drain system is not operable. Once you are sure the washer drain pump, drain lines, wall drain,
and drain hose is okay, run a test wash. If the washer hums but now drains, you fixed one issue.
If the washer still hums, you may have a bad belt, motor coupler, motor itself, etcâ€¦ Check
parts for wear and replace as necessary. I am having the same problem with my Whirlpool. If
you ended up finding a solution, please let me know. I am about to check drainage system as
suggested. I have bought Whirlpool washer from a guy that promised it works great. I kept
working with it and finally it filled and washedâ€¦ Then it will not spin or drainâ€¦ I need help.
Tim, Depending on the model number of your used Whirlpool washer, if it will not spin or drain
you could have a bad lid switch, drain pump and hose may be clogged, jammed, or faulty. What
is the model number? I have an LG FQDS front loader it has developed an IE fault which is not
allowing it to fill properly so I have replaced the solenoid valves ,replaced the pressure sensor
switch checked the vacuum hose and repaired small hole with a hose joiner stripped and
cleaned entire machine and replaced hall switch on motor but still have IE code come up when
trying to use machine also timer does not count down past the first two minutes so am thinking
maybe a control board or programmer issue. Thank you! I own a GE top load washing machine.
As of late, it seems to agitate the clothes, but when it goes into spin cycle, the water seems to
drain while the clothes at the bottom stay soaked. Not sure what the best thing to do will be at
this point, as the washing machine seems to drain all water from the clothes receptacle, but
given that it sounds like water is still within another compartment within the machine, it may be
the reason why it does not want to spin, almost as though the water is slowing down any
chance of it spinning. Any advice is greatly appreciated. Let me add a reply to my previous post.
I had purchased a new Drain Pump for my washing machine and replaced it. I have a Kenmore
80 series top load washer. It seems to run through the regular cycle but will not rinse, drain or
spin. I tried fiddling with the lid switch and a time or two the agitator did a flicker of a rotation
before it shut off. Does this mean I should replace lid switch or could there be more problems
with it also just clicking and not draining? I have the Haier HLPn 1 cubic ft top loader and it just
stopped draining â€” machine starts, goes through the wash cycle, and stops â€” no noises, no
beeps if we turn off the machine the water drains normally, so the hose is not obstructed. Lana,
Check wiring, check drain hose, check to be sure all drain lines in the washer are not blocked.
Does new pump get power? Does the new pump run at all? I have a Samsung wash and dry
front load machine that only washes and spins, but when it gets to the drying point, an error
code FE pops up and it stops operating. Please how can i resolve this problem. Since we do not
have your model number, Google your model number for where the fan is located and how to
get at it to check it. I have tried resetting it , and running a cycle with nothing in it. My washer is
a washer dryer combo, Maytag commercial duty dependable care heavy duty large capacity
intellidry control model LSGAAE. Clementine Baragry, When your Maytag washer was
overloaded, did you have to stop the washer and remove the items during a cycle, or did you let
it run the complete cycle overloaded and the washer finished? Is the washer getting power? Did
you get any blinking lights or errors after the overload? Have you tried unplugging the washer

for 5 minutes? Is it possible the extreme off balance may have loosened a wiring harness or
balancers on the tub off? Check under the washer to see if there is any parts that have fallen off.
If nothing, unplug washer and be sure all wiring harnesses are connected. Thank you for your
response. The washer stopped I emptied it, it was heavily overloaded. I tried opening and
closing the lid 6 times in 12 seconds. I tried running a cycle with nothing. I am pretty sure it is
getting power, the dryer works and there is only one plug for both. Clementine Baragry, There
may be an item stuck in the drain pump. If a washer is overloaded, at times a small item may
pass through and get jammed in the pump, and with some washers, the washer will not do
anything if this is the case. Possibly the motor overheated and time is needed for it to cool off. If
you overloaded the washer and try another wash too soon, it may be because the washer motor
is thermally protected and it has reset itself until it cools off. I have a Kenmore 90 Series washer
that will get all the way to the rinse cycle usually fills with water but eventually will not spin and
drain. If you take the basin and spin it around manually from inside and then depress the lid
switch, it sometimes will start back up and finish the cycles out. I had something in the entry to
the pump about a month ago and it ran fine for weeks after. Any ideas before I just buy a new
one? The lid switch may work intermittently. Test it to be sure that is not what is causing the
issue. If the lid switch is in good condition, check the motor coupler as it may be worn out and
causing the problem. I have a Samsung front load washer. Not sure the model number. If I just
hit spin it will spin. Starts slow with a humming noise then it kicks in and runs. Then I hit a quick
cycle and it fills and spins some and then about halfway through it just stops. The water is still
in the bottom and it smells like electrical burning and the spin motor is humming any ideas?
Thank you. Shawn, If the Samsung washer just stops mid cycle either it is overloaded, has a
bad board, may have a loose wire harness somewhere, or senses an imbalance. If you smell
electrical smell and the washer hums, then the drive motor and components may be binding up
or a faulty part could be the cause. Open the washer up and have a look visually with the
washer unplugged. Let us know the model number. I have a Samsung SW12e1 model top loader
washer. After the filling water process is done, it wont start spinning, the motor does sound and
does like it wants to spin, but then get stuck, it does this 3 times and then stops. Any solution?
Dionel Cornelia, Please recheck the Model number of your Samsung washer as the one you
provided is not valid. If the washer fills with water, but has a difficult time turning, it could be a
number of things such as a belt, transmission, clutch, motor coupler, etcâ€¦ When the washer
tries to spin, can you open the lid and assist it by moving it with your hand? If you try this, does
the tub begin spinning? Let us know the model number and describe in more detail what the
washer is doing. Yes did open the lid and try to assist it , but it wont start spinning. It seems like
it wants to start spinning, but will stop, it does this 3 times!! My Kenmore washer I learned how
to enter the diagnostic mode. The other functions appear to work as they should. I did observe
the shift actuator moving but the motor will not start the cycles. Any help is greatly appreciated!
Brett, Check the wiring harness on the shifter. It may be damaged or loose. Also check the
motor sensor. It detects the rpm of the basket and actuates between agitate and spin for the
motor. The issue you are having may be a basket speed sensor fault. Kayla, Check lid switch
assembly for proper operation both mechanically and electrically. I have an Amana top load
washer. And sometimes the lid will lock, be sensing the load, then stop. The lid will stay locked,
but the lid lock light will be flashing. I have a Whirlpool washing machine. Model wtwsq0 and I
just recently replaced the dog ears for the agitator to work which was successful. Now the
machine is stopping on all rinse cycles and makes a buzzing sound until i stop the cycle. Any
ideas? John, Something may be binding up when it gets to the rinse cycle. Clutch issue, Motor
issue, Motor coupler issue, Pulley issue, Out of alignment issue, Transmission issue? Have you
checked these parts? What was the issue before you replaced the dog ears? I have an Amana
front load washer that was working fine until the water was shut off by the dirt mid wash. We
unplugged it and left for an hour â€” when we apply power, there is no display on the front
panel, door lock button flashes and we hear a pump running dry. Pressing any button or
holding it does not work. What do you think? Control board issue? What is the model number of
your Amana washer? The door lock may be faulty, or it may not be closed properly. I have a
Maytag washer that is about 20 years old. Now it has stopped running at all except for agitation
on the permanent press selection and will not drain or go into spin. You can still hear the timer
clicking along but nothing happening. Sherry, Can you supply us with the Maytag washing
machine model number so we can assist you in what part that may need to be replaced? The
washer was not spinning, would only do a slow tumble. Thanks so much for these tips!! CLM,
Please supply us with the model number of your Maytag and we will assist further. Do you get
an error code or any indication of an error? Does the washer flash the led lights when it is trying
to spin to signify an exact issue? Phillip Deering, Since your GE washer is a top load, check the
lid switch. I do hear it clicking not buzzing occasionally too. Will not spin, agitate, or empty. I

tried the reset trick, no luck. And then check the drive belt? Machine is almost 26 years oldâ€¦
and has light-medium use one person only. When I spoke to GE they said of course â€” replace
the machine. The machine washes and drains but does only very occasionally spin. When it is
time to spin it makes a sound as if it is trying to start spinning, but never manages to begin. I
have taken away the bottom and the drive belt looks very worn out. Do you think its the belt or
something else? Thanks a lot! Jakob, If the drive belt on your Haier Washer is worn out, that is
most likely the reason your washer will not always spin. From last week rinsing and spinning is
not working and the error showing is E1. Can you help me to solve this problem. Thanks in
advance. Bob, Any error codes or flashing errors shown? You may be overloading the washer
and therefore it senses that and pauses intermediatelyâ€¦ Can you give us the model number?
Water does drain out, but leaves clothes soaked. Pumps works fine. Coupler is in great shape.
Clutch is new and still in new shape. Lines are clean. At odds as what it can be. Viewed video of
timer switch, so gonna check that out, even though the timer also seems to working fine. Any
suggestions would be greatly appreciated. I have the same problem, and yes it works on all
cycles but the rinse. So when it is done spinning clothes are still wet and it the bottom of
washer instead of up on the sides. Spins fine on last spin cycle. What can I do to fix this? No
further sound apart from the draining sound. Gemma Greenwood, If your Beko washer is
making a grinding noise, most likely that means there is a broken part in the washer and it
needs to be replaced. I have a Kenmore washer top loader, model I opened the lid, and manually
pressed the lid button down to see what happens, and then gave the basket a spin manually and
it spins that way. Any idea why? Jewel, You have to give your Kenmore top load washer a
manual hand spin so the basket spins during a wash cycle? Do you hear any type of grinding or
clicking noises? If you need to spin by hand, the motor coupler, belt, or clutch could be bad.
You will need to remove the panel and check internally for damaged parts. Usually this is a
coupler that is bad. It is inexpensive and will not take very long to remove and replace. You will
need to look inside the washer to be absolutely sure which part to replace. Amazing job
answering questions here, thanks. We have an old Kenmore 70 series, model top-loader that
keeps ending cycles with anywhere from 3 inches to a foot of water still in it. So to try to analyze
what was going on, I ran a large load of laundry with a wide pencil stuck down into the lid
switch hole, and the lid open. I stayed in the basement working on other things until I heard the
washer stop. It was all the way to the end of the cycle, with a foot of water in it. So I turned the
knob around to the start of the spin cycle and activated the washer; it drained the water and sat
there humming, without any spinning. I pulled the pencil out and the washer stopped, and the
drum kind of jolted a little, like some force on it had stopped suddenly. I put the pencil back in,
and it started spinning and finished the spin cycle normally. Does this point to any specific
thing that I should check out first? Karl Hiller, We would recommend to unplug the washer and
take it apart as it seems to have an internal issue. If after your Kenmore 70 washer got through
one cycle and you had to manually turn the knob for it to proceed into the next cycle and you
heard humming, this means something may be binding up, possibly the belt is bad, pulley,
motor, clutch, or transmission. You need to take it apart and troubleshoot from there. You will
perobably see an obvious issue once it is disassembled. I have Samsung top loader. When the
clothes are about to spin the washer shakes thus not allowing the clothes to spin. So, I thought
I had too many clothes loaded. I used less but it still does the same thing. Even tried spin mode
alone and it still does the same thing. It will wash and agitate but will not spin on any cycle
sometimes if I take my hand and start it will spin but it make take up to multiple times to get it
going. I have tried to reset it but still no luck. My Kenmore top load washer will Wash, rinse but
will not drain or spin. Ive tried the master reset. I dont really know what my next step shall be.
Any guidence would be helpful. Marisa Rodriguez, Most likely your Kenmore top load washer
has a drain clog issue or the drain hose may be clogged or bent. Check the draining
components and most likely you will find a clog that can be removed and will fix your washer.
Thank you so much. It would spin and drain but would finish with the clothes sopping wet. I
replaced two of the three bearings one had a small dent and did not spin freely. However, it
works fine during the spin portion of the cycle â€” no damage to the drive belt. Can you suggest
what to do next? Thank you very much. Mario, Be sure the bearings are installed properly. You
could also have a transmission issue. What happens when you turn the agitator by hand when
the washer is not on? The machine is unplugged and turned off to make sure it does not burn
the belt. When I try to turn the agitator to the right by hand clockwise , it does not turn.
However, when I turn it to the left counterclockwise it only turns the upper portion of the
agitator but not the lower part. However, when I turn the transmission pulley, it does turn the
inner tub. This is all by hand. Mario, Recheck every part inside the washer to see what is making
it bind up and burn the belt. Why did you replace the parts? After you replaced the parts, are
you having the exact same issue? What is the serial number of your washer? The serial number

is S GP. I replaced the parts because the washer was not working properly. After the entire
wash cycle, the clothes were soaking wet while the water was all drained out. Also during the
agitation process, it was making a grinding noise. So I figured that it was probably a bad
bearing. I ordered the Hub and Seal Kit and replaced the parts. The old bearing was a bit rough.
But when I turned it on, the entire belt got burned right before the first agitation. So I took it all
apart, applied more grease to it and it looked fine. The inner top was turning freely when the belt
was not on. Then when I put the belt on, I first tried to see if it would spin. I put the machine into
extended spin. It was spinning beautifully. I put the screw driver into the slot to make the
machine think that the top door is shut so that I could watch the entire cycle. The water got
filled and when it was ready to agitate, I only heard the motor pulley spinning and burning the
belt. I could smell it. I turned it off right away not to destroy another belt. Joan Morgan, If you
replaced a bad lid switch and it still will not work, make sure the lid switch is making contact
with the lid plunger. If it is wired properly, and the washer will still NOT SPIN, you will have to
remove power and open the washer up to find the exact fault. Let us know what you find. You
rock!! The tub will not manually turn. My friend said the motor is burnt out. But I would like a
second opinion. I bought it used and not sure of the age. And my stepson overloaded it one
time. And next time it did what I told at the beginning. Thanks again for any suggestions. Linda,
My Maytag about the same age is doing the same thing. Did you ever get a reply that explained
the problem? Hi I have an lg top load washing machine that has an intermittent problem. When
it gets to the end of the rinse cycle it clicks and then the pump wont start. Ive checked the pump
and cleared it out. The hoses arent blocked. I end up dropping the drain hose to the floor dtain
to empty it. I turn it off and on set it to spin and it works. I have a Lg direct drive washer. I
ordered and replaced the part. Started a load and it almost completed a full cycle before
stopping at 6 minutes remaining and was flashing PE once again. Please help! Anthony, Be sure
the correct switch was installed and that it was installed correctly. If you continue to have
issues it may be a simple wire harness that is causing your issue but further troubleshooting
will be needed. We bought our Affinity fl used about 5 years ago and had to repair it twice. It has
since quit spinning and rather than get it fixed again we bought a new tl Maytag. The Affinity
was never really much of a problem, just kind of so-so. Hopefully our new machine will have our
clothes smelling better though. The old one never did though I tried to keep it clean and used
expensive detergent and softener. If you get a good deal on a used one, go for it, otherwise try
something else. My washing machine will not spin without assistance. I tricked the lid switch to
allow me to see inside during spin mode. The motor runs but the barrel only spins if i reach
down and give it a spin by hand. I checked the rubber coupler and it seams to be okay. I have a
Whirlpool washer XQ2 with a no spin issue. Sometimes it will not spin at all and other times it
starts to spin but stops have way thru and receive a lid-lock flashing light. I check the error
codes and get a motor not reaching proper rpm and a basket speed issue. I try the manual spin
tests and the first time, all is fine. The second time both spin tests fail halfway thru, on a
subsequent attempt it just starts to spin and stops right away. I leave it for half hour and the
next first attempt the manual spin test works fine. I tested all motor and actuator instructions
and everything passes. I read somewhere that an intermittent actuator will give a false lid-lock
error. I have verified that the lid-lock works fine during the manual test. The actuator tests also
pass although at one point, the tachometer test would fail but has been passing since checking
the actuator connections. I opened the lid to see what was happening, and the clothes were
spinning but all of the water was still in the tub! I held down the lid switch with my finger so I
could watch it in action. It seems like when the clicking would happen, the spinning would stop,
and the water would slosh around in the tub the splashing sound I heard. It never did spin, and
then the end of cycle buzz went off. My wife tried washing blanket in the washing machine do
not know why , the cycle started with water but it did not rotate. I guess it is an overload. But
could any one help me diagnose this? As of now if I try to run it empty the cycle starts but the
drum does not rotate. Also there are no errors on the screen. Our Kenmore front loader, model
C, will not perform the final spin, it drains then shuts itself off. This for all cycle options. Tried
the reset above and no difference. Any other suggestions please? We have an Electrolux top
load washing machine. Today when it is trying to spin the unlock lid control is cutting in and out
and spinning is stopping starting stopping starting faster than I can even say it! It is beeping at
the same time, and cutting in and out. I have unplugged from the wall and left it for quite some
time but it is still doing the same thing. Anne Louise, Check the lid switch as it may have an
intermittent issue or the washer is switching it on and off when it is running. What is the model
number for your Electrolux Washing Machine? Just used this site to fix my GE washing
machine. Blowing air into the tube of the water level control worked! Machine is spinning again!
I have a Kenmore elite oasis washer and I used it for the first time in 60 days and towards the
end of the cycle I keep getting this error message OL now matter how many items are in there.

Is there something I can do to fix it myself. If the unit is NOT overloaded, try unplugging the
washer for 5 minutes and plugging back in. If this resets it then the issue is gone, if not you may
have something blocking the tub, a motor error, a sensor error, control board, etcâ€¦ Let us
know what you find. TY I just did the unplug thingâ€¦.. Who would of thought! Need help please
on fixing my Kenmore top load washer. It starts of good from the start it Agitate and spins. But
when it gets to the rinse cycle it stops making the ticking noise completely and shuts off. How
do I fix it? Charlene Luna, Can you give us the model number of your Kenmore top load
washer? It is located under or on the lid. Also, when you say it shuts off, does the washer
actually turn off meaning no power no lights are on? Please describe in detail. I noticed
yesterday that after the wash the spin cycle was not engaging and the water is not draining. We
removed the water pump to see if there was anything stuck in it and there is nothing stuck.
When the spin cycle is supposed to be engaging there is a clicking sound coming from the
pump but no action. Do you think its the pump that needs to be replaced? Should we look at
other things? Could it be the Motor? Hera, It may be the pump motor, a control board issue, or a
loose wire harness. Many times a wire harness will become loose from the vibration and
therefore certain parts are unable to work properly. Check all the wire harnesses to be sure they
are all connected secure. If they are, then check to be sure the pump motor is getting power. If it
is, you may need to replace the pump motor. Also check the control board for loose wire
harnesses or a possible burnt spot or obvious signs of damage. Further troubleshooting may
be necessary to find the exact part that is malfunctioning. I have a Maytag washer and the only
thing it will do is fill with water. I tried your master reset and checking the switch. Neither
worked. Joshua Wazelle, If it is a top load washer, check the lid switch. If it is a front load
washer, check to be sure the control board wire harnesses are secure and not damaged. We will
need the model number to troubleshoot the problem. Look on the inside of the washer lid or
front door for the model number and let us know. I have a GE. The washer will not spin or
agitate, the lid switch has been by by-passed and resseting the motor does not work. The
washer will move the drum clockwise and counter clock wise for about 5 seconds each way for
about a minute and then it will stop moving. The led on top of the washer says that it is in
normal operation but it will not spin. Jovan Estrella, If you are bypassing the lid switch, is it
bypassed correctly? If the washer senses the lid to be open it will not operate properly. What
happens after the washer drum moves cw and then ccw for 5 seconds? Does it just sit and
count down as normal? I have tried the reset that was mentioned earlier and have not done
anything else. If you could help in any way i would greatly appreciate it. Paula, Can you give us
the model number of your Haier washer? We can further assist after we know the exact washer
model you have. I have a Hotpoint wm22 Washing Machine. It will fill with water and drains ok,
but the drum will not move from start to finish. I have replaced the carbon brushes even though
they looked fine. Is there anything else i can check before calling out an engineer? If not, check
to be sure it is getting power. Check to be sure there is not a thermal reset button on the motor.
If you replaced the brushes then you most likely checked out the complete motor. Replace
motor if it is faulty. If the motor is in working order, but does not receive power, then there is an
issue with the control panel or a wiring issue. Please troubleshoot further and let us know what
you find faulty on your Hotpoint Washer. I have a whirlpool top loading high efficiency washer 5
months old. Once the wash cycle finishes it wont proceed to the rinse cycle, leaving the clothes
wet. I have to manually switch it to the rinse spin cycle. I use HE detergent, and have even tried
running it without soap. Same thing happens. The model number is wtwdw. You will need to
open the washer up and test the components to be sure. However, if the washer is only 5
months old, it should be under warranty. Call Whirlpool and they should send someone out.
Your washer is under warrantyâ€¦. Jemma, Can you give us the model number of your Hotpoint
washer? You most likely have a front load washer and the door is locked. Try unplugging the
washer for 5 minutes and plug back in, set the washer to drain and see if the water will drain
out. Unplugging it may reset the washer. I have a Frigidaire Front Load Washing machine and it
is acting like it would like to spin but it is stuckâ€¦ It will do one jerking motion then it stops
filling with water and just sits there until the time expires for the cycle, can you let me know if
you may be able to help. I have already cleaned the drain pump and made sure the propel spins
inside the pump. It just counts down on the timer but the washer does not spin, wash, or drain?
No noises? Can we have the model number of your Frigidaire Front Load Washing machine?
Have you checked to see if all the wire harnesses are attached behind the control board? This
sounds like a computer board communication issue. The control board may not be
communicating with the washer therefore the washer stops filling with water and just sits.
Having checked the control pcb which did not appear to have any dry or melted joints. I suspect
that the contacts within the relay used to energize the water inlet valve have worn. As the
boards are factory soldered and resin coated it makes it nearly impossible to replace the relays

which are fairly cheap components. When I have made repairs factory made pcbs in the past
you can sometimes lift the tracks off it if too much heat is applied. The relay coils were good at
ohms. When weighing up the cost of encountering further issues with other parts such as the
motor or heating element in the near future As the machine is now 6 years old. The approved
replacement pcb is half the price of a new machine which swayed my decision. Great site and
great advice. Try running the washer a few times with no detergent to clear the washer of suds
and clear the error. In the future do not use an excessive amount of detergent. Use HE type
detergent. I have tried that already. It comes on sprays a little bit of water the drums goes back
and forth a little bit then it shuts off and says code SD and it is F- some number. I had worker
come out to look at the washing machine and he said it could be the power board. When I called
him back he said that nobody works on those front load washers. I read lots of comments about
them about them being lemons that when they got one thing fixed on it another thing went
wrong with it. I tried unplugging it and plugged it back in but it did not reset. I did not know
about opening and closing the door will that work on a Maytag? Donna Russell, Yes try the
reset process on your Maytag washing machine and see if that resets the error code. I have a
Samsung VRT front load washer, about 4 years old that will not spin. When the motor hums the
door lock light is on then turns off when the motor stops. I checked the filter and hoses and
nothing is blocked and the door lock does work. There are no error codes as well. Dean, This
sounds like the motor is binding up or a part has broken. Open the washer up and check to see
if the motor is somehow either binding up or you can see a broken part. When the motor hums,
does it produce an electrical smell? You could have a faulty motor. Thanks for the quick reply.
There was no electrical smell at all so I followed your advice and checked for binding. I took off
the rotor and the bolt was so tight I had to use my electric impact gun. Nothing on the stator
looks out of place so I put the rotor back on and tightened the bolt with a ratchet, and now it
spins. I just ran a complete cycle and it is fixed. Thanks again. No questions at this time but I
wanted to say this is the best site I have been onâ€¦maybe ever. Your instructions are clear, you
respond with respect and courtesy. I am very grateful for your time and effort. I have read
through the posts on this site and I am really impressed with the advice given. It appears you
have the solutions to most issues. I would really appreciate your advice on an issue I have with
my whirlpool awe top loading washing machine. Once turned on and a cycle selected the motor
runs and turns the drum three times possibly in different directions. The drain pump then
appears to drain the water before the red service light comes on so I suspect that the motor is
okay. I have checked the filter and also removed the pump which when tested outside the
machine spins correctly drawing around 0. No water is entering the machine although I believe
it is not getting to that stage in the cycle. The solenoid son the valve test out at 3. I have
checked the pressure switch which is closed when air is blown into the hose. Is there anything
else in the control circuit which could be causing the service light to illuminate or is this
possibly a pcb fault. I have yet to try your reset tip although if you recommended that it may
work with this model I will give it a go. Carl G, If you have been very thorough with checking the
pressure switch, water inlet valve, and the drain pump, then you may have an electronic issue
with a board or module. Check and let us know what you find. It will in fact fill up with water to
wash normally, but stops when it becomes the rinse cycle. I have done the reset funcition, and
even had a professional plumber look at it, to no avail. This machine is only a couple of years
old. Any information you can give me would be greatly appreciated!! It does competes all the
cycles, the agitator agitates and its drains the water. Here comes the problem, once its drains
the water, it should be going to the final spin cycle, it looks like its doing the spinning hearing
the washing machine working but when I open it and make the door switch on with a screw
driver, all I can only hear the noise, but the drum is not spinning at all. Between, is this model is
pretty old one?? Bipin Maliakal, You may have either a maytag washer transmission problem or
a maytag washer tub part that has gone bad. Check the links we have included as they have
parts schematics and that may help you to find the issue. Thank you so so much for saving me
from a melt down. It then refused to do a spin drain cycle. Thanks to reading list it is now
running a rinse and spin test cycle without fault :. Thanks for the information. First, my
compliments to you on the fantastic job you do here and the amount of patience you
demonstrate when responding to some of these queries. I am truly impressed. My washer is a
top load direct drive Kenmore Whirlpool model over 10 yrs old. New Years Eve, had a load of
clothes in, left lid open at start of rinse cycle for water to fill before adding fabric softener. From
past experience I would characterize the sound as that of some sort of switch being repeatedly
energized. Machine did not agitate but tub began to slowly rotate. I stopped it then reset timer to
start of wash cycle at the point where it stops filling and begins agitate. Same result. Tried timer
reset to several different points in various cycles all with basically same results the loud
clicking noise present always at any points in cycle other than fill. Being in the midst of some

other activities at the time I set timer to spin, closed lid and left the area. Much later, when I
returned to remove the clothes they were almost but not quite dripping wet and there was an
electrical smell in the vicinity. The clothes being too wet to deal with I reset timer to spin and
nothing. No click, no sound or response at all. Not on any speed at any point in any of the
cycles. Could you please advise as to next troubleshoot procedure? I would be most grateful!
Lorri, Unplug washer, open service panel and check inside as it sounds as if something was
binding up and therefore causing your issues and the burning smell. Direct drive is different
than the traditional washer so do a little troubleshooting and have a look around and you will
most likely see a part that has broken or an electrical component that has shorted out. Use
caution when taking the machine apart to investigate inside. Your issue could be a number of
things. Here is a parts list for your Kenmore washer There are a few videos at the bottom of that
page link that you can watch to assist you further. I have an Amana washer we replaced the
water inlet valve not sure the correct term now washer will not spin or drain tried resetting it. It
will not reset continues you try to agitate. Tish, Replacing the water inlet valve should have
nothing to do with spin and drain. Is water entering the tub? Why was the inlet valve replaced?
When you replaced the water inlet valve you may have inadvertently bumped a wire harness or
similar. Recheck all wiring to be sure the drain pump, lid switch and other parts are connected
properly and getting power. I have a GE top load washer machine. It goes through the all the
cycles until it gets to the spin and drain cycle. I noticed that in this cycle it is making a solid
buzzing sound but nothing is happening. I took the front cover off of the machine wow there
was a ton of stuffing from a dog bed throughout which I cleaned it all out and heard the buzzing
coming from the pump motor in the front. There is a wheel on the front which is not spinning. I
played with the wheel got it to spin momentarily but stopped when I tried a light load. Any
suggestions? I tried the lid rest to no avail. Unless I did it wrong. Not sure if i need a new pump
and what the cost would be for that. I did notice the magnet is still strong. Stephen Hohl, The
drain pump is most likely internally clogged. Open it up and check. Which wheel are you talking
about? There should not be a pulley on the drain pump. Just be sure the drain pump is not
clogged and the washer will spin and drain as normal. If you need more info, please send us
your model number of the washer. I need your advice regarding my washing machine. I opened
the washer and found that the belt is intact and the motor is running intermittently as well. Allan
Aquino, Before replacing any parts, check that the drain pump and drain hose are not clogged
as this can make SOME washers refuse to spin as it senses the drain system is blocked. If the
drain pump is in working order and not blocked, then further troubleshooting will be required.
There could be an issue with the load sensor, or the control board may have an issue. Have you
tried to run the washer empty and see if it spins? Thank you so much to those who post this
type of information on the internet! The postings and how to videos have invaluable to me over
the years, saving me time, money, and a lot of angst. I would never know how to do a lot of
things without the posted information. When it enters the Final Spin cycle it stops. We come to
the machine thinking it is finished and open the door, but there is water in the machine and,
clearly the clothes have not spun. I tried unplugging and plugging back in for one minute, then
opening and closing the door six times within 12 seconds. Then, I ran a the machine in the
quick setting without any items in it. It ran flawlessly. I did notice on the quick cycle that the first
think it does when it enters the Final Spin is that it drains the water, and I could hear the water
drain. I was observing while I did the load, and, at the start of the Final Spin, I heard a sound
that resembled a motor, but I did not hear the water drain. Would this be a problem with the
pump being clogged and preventing it from draining or something else? Michael, If not a control
board malfunctionâ€¦ then yes the pump may be clogged and therefore the washer is giving the
final spin cycle enough time to empty the water, but if the pump, drain hose, or drain in the wall
is clogged or blocked, it will not drain the water out. Try checking the drain hose, drain pump,
drain filter, and the wall drain. Be sure there are no clogs and try a wash cycle again. If the
problem persists it may be a control board issue or other. Yes, the pump was clogged. In the
hose there was a white basket with large holes, and it was clogged with all kinds of stuff. I
cleaned it out and put it all back together, and the washer works great. Getting to that hose was
an absolute pain. I had to remove the front panel, which includes disconnecting the door and
removing the rubber boot from the door as well. Removing the hose was pretty easy.
Reconnecting the hose to the tub line, the pump and to the sensor for the control panel was the
hardest part. Any hints for the reconnecting that rubber hose to the plastic lines, for the next
time I have to do that? I noticed that some washers have a panel on the front that allows direct
access to this basket. I will make sure my next washing machine has one of those. Live and
Learn. One last question, the rubber boot has some mold in the bottom of it where water can sit
after the washer is used. I have replaced it once before, and I will likely have to replace it again
soon. Any tricks for removing the mold or preventing it from forming in there? Michael, Q â€”

Any hints for the reconnecting that rubber hose to the plastic lines, for the next time I have to
do that? A â€” Use a hair dryer to warm the end of the hose to get it to slide back on easier. Q
â€” The rubber boot has some mold in the bottom of it where water can sit after the washer is
used. A â€” Running a preventive maintenance wash cycle will help take care of bacterial
growth and residual soap. Once each month or more frequently if desired. Run a hot water wash
with no clothes and use bleach or white vinegar instead of detergent. Hi Tim. Several months
ago, I also had spin problems with my front load Kenmore washer [a different model number
than yours]. I had performed the Reset steps to no avail. I had replaced the door switch to no
avail. It was easy to remove, with only 2 Philips head screws and to just unplug the connector.
Anyway, I checked out eBay and got one for a reasonable cost. Prior to making this purchase, I
download a few YouTube repair videos and exhaustively searched thru the different
manufacturers of my Kenmoreâ€¦.. You can also check my previous comments of several
months ago re my repair journey. I hope this helps you with your repair. The bottom line with
these front loaders is that the stainless steel tubs are joined with the spyder arms of aluminum
and after some years the corrosion issues tend to fouls the bearings in the tub, and sometimes,
the aluminum spyder arm breaks and the tub bangs around! Anyway, check out the internet for
repair videos which can be very useful in building your confidenceâ€¦.. I was an electronic tech
for 34 years, working on IC circuitry, then computers for many years. The statement that John
from Canada made about handling the computer control board with care is correct, but he is
mistaken when he says to make sure you are not grounded. The reverse is true. Static
discharge into the circuit components is the potential computer chip killer, so touching a
grounded panel on the machine while handling the old board, but especially the new one, will
discharge any residual static charge you may have developed on your skin, and prevent an arc
from jumping to a component on the board. My Kenmore front load washer starts up and the
lights come on. The machine goes through the cycles but the tub will not move when its time to
wash. The machine freezes and will not move when the spin cycle comes on. I have to unplug
every time. Is it the motor or the control panelâ€¦ Please helpâ€¦. Tim, It could be the control
panel if you have to unplug the washer every time to reset it. Can we have the model number of
your Kenmore front load washer? I have a Kenmore front load washer Model The timer starts 56
min then stops and freezes on 7, which is the spin cycle. I have checked the control board on
top and control motor board on bottom and did not see any black marks or anything that is not
normal. I unplugged all of the wires are re-plugged them back in. The machine is doing the same
thing. Please help Thanksâ€¦â€¦. Tim, It sounds as if you may have a faulty control board. As a
test, can you run the washer on the shortest wash cycle completely empty and let us know what
you find? I unplugged the washer and set washer on express wash. I am getting nothing no
water anymore, it sits on 30 min doing nothing. When you say control board is that the one on
the bottom of machine or top, or the other way around. Thanks for all your help. Tim, So after
unplugging the washer it gets NO water filling into the tub? At 30 min it sits and does nothing?
Are any lights flashing? Is the washer making a beeping noise? What happens if you leave the
washer when it hangs at 30 min? Does it eventually start into the next cycle or is it in other
words, frozen? The control board we mentioned is the one behind the controls. I had it on
regular wash. All of the lights come on nothing flashing. Machine making no noise. It just sat on
30 for 10 min then I unplugged. When I had it on regular wash it started at 59 min and went
through all cycles and filled the tub and drained, but it stopped and froze on 7 min which is the
spin cycle. Tim, Try washing again and see if the same exact thing happens. If it stops on 30
minutes again then you could have a part that is malfunctioning therefore freezing the machine
in that wash cycle. If the time the washer stops or freezes changes, then a control board is
usually the issue. Run a few more washes and observe if you see any changes which can lead
to which part you may need to check or replace. Tried it again, when I press normal wash, quick
wash or either wash, the door locks when I press start and nothing happens it just sits on the
beginning numbers. Nothing happens at all. The lights come on and I can switch between
different cycles, once you press start nothing happens. Tim, Sounds like there is a
communication error. Try checking that the wire harnesses are secure on all parts and to the
board. If all the electrical is connected, you may have a bad board and further troubleshooting
will be required. Checked all wires and re-plugged washer. The minutes go from 59 minutes all
the way down to 7 minutes. The tub never moves still. Tim, The tub does not move most likely
because you have a faulty or malfunctioning control board, sensor, or timer. You can move the
tub by hand when the washer is off, correct? It does not seem as if anything is binding up
inside? It is more of a control or communication problem? Do you have a multi-meter? I can
move the tub by hand with no problem, nothing is binding up. I do not have a multi-meter.
Would that be the control board at top or control motor board at the bottom? Need washer
working badâ€¦.. Thanks for all of the helpâ€¦. Tim, Control board at top may have loose wire

harnesses. Check the board and motor to be sure the electrical wires are secure. I have an older
Whirlpool washing machine top loader. It makes motor noise but does not spin. The clutch is
good, and the coupler is good. Nick, This may be obvious but you did not mention it aboveâ€¦
Have you checked the belt, lid switch, pulleys, transmission? I have a Maytag series front load
washer. I already replaced the old pump thinking that was the problem. Then it start to spin then
stop midway and makes a draining noise, but nothing comes out. Unplugged and plugged back
in and open and closed the door six times and no change. Please help!! Jennifer, IS the light on
the control flashing or blinking? It may be trying to tell you a fault code. What do you do to get
the light to go off so you can start the washer? Once you get it running, and it starts to spin,
does it fill with water first? Is the draining noise actually coming from the drain pump? How
long does this happen and when it does what is happening with the control panel? Any type of
flashing or codes? I experienced an error code 4E. The problem occurs half way filling the tub
and all of the sudden that 4E error code started to buzz and it drains away the half filled water
immediately. What seems to be the problems? I tried to set on spin mode, and it spins well. But
when i try do the normal, cycle. The 4E problem repeats. Benni, See our page here that
describes what to check and How to fix a Samsung washing machine with error code 4E. I have
a Whirlpool Washer, which is giving me a headache because it appears it did not spin at the end
of washing cycle. I initially thought it was a spin cycle problem. But after watching more closely
the entire cycle, I realized it is more a problem that starts at the beginning of draining cycle. My
washer fills water okay, agitates okay, and then when it drains the water, it should normally start
spinning with draining water. But it does not despite draining itself is okay, and does not spin at
all after that even for the high spin cycle at the end. Interestingly, if I give a quick manual spin
when it does not start spinning at the draining cycle, it does perfectly well and finishes washing
including spin cycle. Another interesting thing is that this problem occurred only intermittently
before, but now all the time. There is no abnormal noise or anything. Without knowing this
problem, I replaced lid switch and motor coupling, but did not help at all. Any suggestions what
is the problem and if I can fix it? Thank you in advance. Leo, If you have replaced the lid switch
and motor coupling on your top load Whirlpool washer, the next thing to check is to see if the
clutch is slipping. You may have a bad clutch or the transmission could leak oil on the clutch
and cause it to slip therefore causing your not spinning or Have to assist washer drum by hand
to spin. Have you examined the transmission and the clutch? Just a slow turn and it makes one
beeping sound the one it notified u when it is done. Tony Hong, Can you please give us the
model number of your Samsung washing machine? I have a washer that is an older model and it
is a top loader and it will not spin on the rinse cycle. What can I do to fix it? April, If you have an
older top loading washer and it will not spin, the MOST likely issue is the lid switch. Check to be
sure when the lid shuts it is depressing on the lid switch. You should hear a clicking noise when
you close the lid. It may be an electrical issue meaning the lid switch is bad or possibly the lid is
not able to depress the lid switch. Problem with final rinse. Water will fill then immediately pump
out without agitating. John, Your Amana washer may have a siphoning issue. Be sure the drain
hose at back is at the correct height. Solution: Reposition drain hose. I have a front loading
washing machine, I overloaded it on one occasion, and the drum has stopped rotating and it
has come loose, the motor still works when the machine is turned on but the drum does not
rotate. Can you please advice me what the fault could be and if it can be repaired. Tony, It will all
depend on what type of front load washer you have. If the washer was overloaded and the drum
has become loose or just simply will not turn, then yes either the belt, motor, pulley,
transmission, clutch, or a bracket holding the drum has broken or cracked. You will need to
unplug the washer from power, remove the panel, and visually inspect the inside for obvious
signs of damage or broken parts. Remove and replace parts as necessary. It was acting up as
the fast spin mode could not be activated, leaving behind a load of dripping wet laundry. But it
took me to do that 3 times before the operation was normalized. It gets half way into a normal
cycle and stops spinning. The belt is in good condition and its less than 18 months old. Sam,
Have you tried unplugging the washer to reset it? It may be a simple fix to reset the washer. If
that does not work let us know and we can help further. What country are you in? I have a
Whirlpool front loader, Model number is Ywfwxw We have replaced the pump and the belt, and
will still not high speed spin under load.. Bridgette, If your Whirlpool front load washer will not
spin at high speed when fully loaded with clothing, you may not have the exact belt
replacement. If the belt is a bit larger than the original Whirlpool OEM belt, it will spin empty but
once a heavy clothing load is added, the washer will spin but the belt slips and therefore cannot
spin fast. You may also have a pulley or other component that is not letting the belt be as tight
as needed. You may need to adjust the motor position, pulley position, or possibly the belt is
not riding the pulleys correctly, maybe upside down and that is causing the slipping? Do you
smell any burning rubber or electrical smell when the washer is running? Does the drum spin

freely when you turn it by hand? I have a Whirlpool Top load and everything works with the
exception of the spin cycle. The water will fill but will not agitate I do not have an agitator, but it
spins and shifts back and forth , it will drain but will not spin. Every time I pull clothes out, I
have to wring the water out of them before putting in the dryer. The washer is only 3 years old
too. Susan, You may have a lid switch issue or lid door lock issue that is causing the washer to
not spin. Have you tried testing the lid switch or have a look to see if there is a belt or pulley
issue inside the washer? My Amana front load NFW washer will not finish the wash cycle. It
indicates E3 code. I have tried the master reset and no go. It runs fine when not loaded. When
loaded, it stops in the wash cycle or sometimes makes it to the rinse and spin and stops with
the E3 code. If I pause it and let the load sit for a while and then resume, it will sometimes
continue through the cycle. S, Amana E3 Error means the machine control is trying to drive the
motor but is not seeing any tach response. Does the motor move? If motor is locked it could be
the motor, wiring, or the hall sensor. The hall sensor is an internal part of the washers motor. It
relays the info to the machines control board. Yes, the motor does move and when I have only a
couple of items in the tub it seems ok. I hear what sound to me like a slipping or rubbing sound.
Could the belt just be loose or stretched out? Or something more serious? If the motor and belt
are in good working order, the hall sensor should be replaced. Chris, If you have a front load
washer, clean out the front drain filter. Whatever washer type you have, check the drain hose for
any type of blockage or bends. Be sure the washer can drain into the actual drain in the wall as
the actual drain may be clogged also. Karli, Are you getting an error code on your front load
washer? Usually on a front load washer, if it is not spinning or draining, you have a problem
with the drain pump being clogged, jammed or the drain hose is bent or clogged also. Can you
tell us the model number of your washer? Worked perfectly, I did this twice. I put in two more
towels and it started making noises. Karli, SUD means too much detergent is being used. FO2
means a drain issue.. If the problem does not go away after doing the above, replace the pump.
My Samsung washing machine 13kg top loader when I plug it in it goes on of itself and gave me
the error code OE and IE. Please give us the exact current error code and your Samsung model
number. Can you please help me with that, any video or advise on how to do that. Lia, Can you
tell us the exact model number of your washer so we can direct you to dissemble the washer to
get to the drain pump? Zack Copo, Usually an older top load washer that will not rinse or drain
means there is an issue with the drain system. Check the washer drain hose for clogs or bends.
Check the drain pump to be sure there is nothing blocking it. If the drain pump is blocked,
jammed, or clogged, the washer will not rinse or drain. I have a Kenmore front load washer C I
believe manufactured by Frigidaire. All of sudden when you start a load the water starts filling
for a couple of seconds and then the led light that says high spin goes to No Spin and
everything stops. I have checked for blockagesâ€¦. Gerry, If your washing machine does not
spin check to make sure the door has latched completely. The led light that comes on may
mean a bad sensor, control board or other. If the motor does not operate at all the motor control
board could be bad. You can visually inspect it and if the board is bad the components will be
burnt. The other day I took it apart and found that the drive belt was snapped in half on the floor.
I thought great, easy fix! I bought a new drive belt and installed it. The belt moves fine when it
agitates though. Does anyone have any ideas? Chris, The tension on the belt is not correct. You
may have the wrong size belt or the belt pulleys that it sits on are not spaced correctly to
provide the perfect tension on the belt. You may have a worn out or slightly bent pulley. Have
you checked to be sure nothing is worn out, bent, and the belt you installed is the exact match
to the old one? I have a Kenmore washer that stops at the spin cycle. I have to turn the knob
back to spin and it will start again; however, it takes 3 times of doing this before the clothes are
ready for the dryer. I just wanted to make sure that this could be the actual problem. Darlene,
Yes the timer may have bad spots or burnt spots on it therefore the timer does not work on
certain wash cycles. Remove and replace the timer using the videos you have referred too. It is
an easy job just be sure you have the power OFF to the washer. Ben, Can you give us the make
and model number of your washer? Have you tested the lid switch if you have a top loader? My
Samsung top loading washing machine will attempt to spin but starts going off balance and will
shut off and start the whole load over again. Rachael, Is it going off balance because of a large
over filled wash load? Have you tried washing a short wash with the washer empty? You may
have bad tub holders or springs may have come off and therefore the washer is off balance. If
you are not overloading the washer, have a look under the washer to see if a tub stabilizer has
fallen off therefore causing the off balance issue. Sam, At what point did your Hitachi top load
washer stop and receive the FD error code? During wash, rinse, or drain? Do you have a serial
number for your machine? I have a Maytag that will fill and agitate normal but will not drain and
spin. The cycle knob will continue to end cycle without rinse or spinning, and full of water.
Sometimes after opening and closing lid and turning knob to rinse cycle it will drain some and

try to spin very slowly and then stop. Tested lid switch, seems to be fine. Please help, desperate
to do laundry in Cal. Have you tried looking at pump to see if clogged? Also check drain hose
and drain where water comes out. May be a blockage. I was skeptical about the pump being the
problem, but I wired it directly to , and it worked. After that, I ran through a short cycle, and it
was ok. Not sure what happened, but it works fine now. Thanks for your help. What is your
advice to solve the problem? Check the pump to be sure it is getting power. Check to be sure it
is not clogged or jammed. Check pump hose to be sure there is no blockage. Do you have a
multimeter? I have a GE front loader which acts normal until it goes to the final rinse cycle. It
agitates back and forth normally, and then abruptly the door unlocked light goes on, and all
activity stops before the rinse cycle starts. I have tried the reset thing, but to no help. Norm,
Your GE front loader may stop at that moment and the door issue occurs as you may have a
blocked drain pump or drain hose. This means at the final rinse, it drains the water out. If the
pump is blocked, the washer cannot drain. Check drain pump for something that may be
clogged in there or a bent or clogged drain hose. When I place any kind of load, even a very
light one, the machine will stop mid cycle giving an E3 I think fault code. Alex, Candy washing
machine displaying an E3 error means: The washer has not drained in time allowed â€” washing
machine fails to drain out water Check that filter is not blocked or obstructed, Check drain hose
is clear of any blockage or obstruction, Check wiring to drain pump, Check drain pump is not
defective, Check level sensor or switch, Check wiring to level sensor. If not, the bearing has
seized. On a Frigidaire front loader, check for the presence of the pump filter. If missing, that
may be the source of the drum jam. I need a help, my washing machine shows me fault error
code E It was stopping pump but now pump is working normal. I tested water going out. When I
want start machine coming up fault e Please help me. Camil, Bosch washer error code E23
means a fault with the drain pump. This would mean that either the drain pump, wiring or main
control board is bad. The code means the wrong resistance value from the drain pump. Try and
unplug the washer for 10 minutes to reset it. If you still get error E23 you need to begin testing
parts with a multimeter, most likely you have a bad drain pump. Ekimmy, If your Amana washer
will wash and rinse but will not spin it could mean the lid switch is not working but the timer
keeps going thus allowing it to rinse. You may also have a bad clutch or transmission issue.
Can you supply us with the model number of your Amana washer? Do you have any ideas?
Maggie, Can you give us your washing machine symptoms? Model number of your Whirlpool? If
lid switch did not fix your washer, you may have a wiring problem, or possibly the lid is not
coming in contact with your lid switch. Do you hear a clicking sound when you shut the washer
lid? It has stopped spinning. Would it be worth getting a new main board or is it more worthy to
purchase a new washing machine.?? Appreciate your advice. Kind Regards Lisa. Lisa, A burnt
board can be fixed if you know what component on the board is bad. Is the burnt area of the
control board for your Bosch washing machine a capacitor? If so a capacitor can be purchased
for next to nothing and re-soldered into place. If the board is not repairable by yourselfâ€¦ Have
you checked to see what prices are for a new board? You could buy a used board or have it
repaired by a professional. Do some research and you may be able to get the board fixed for
much much cheaper than a new board or for that matter a new washer. I have a front load
Kenmore model. It drains fine but will not spin. I opened the back and the motor is turning, but
not the drum inside. Is this something I can fix myself? A coupler or something? Kyle, Does
your front load washer make any type of scraping, rubbing, or screeching noises when
running? If not spinning and it seems to jump out of place, does it show an error code? Can you
supply us with the full model and serial number? It wants to spin in both directions but a couple
of attempts it stops. No codes are showing on the control panel and I have tried the master
reset without any success, I have cleaned the drain filter. Plus I read the manual provided and it
says something about a electronic unbalance detection device? Richard, Have you washed a
large load of towels or blankets in the last load? If the washer senses an imbalance it will try to
correct the problem and display an error code. If you have no error code, the control board may
need reset. Have you made sure the drain filter is back in place correctly? Your washer may not
be operating properly if the drain pump is clogged, when you cleaned the filter, was it full of
gunk? Is your washer on level ground? Was it moved lately? Have you tried washing on a quick
wash cycle with no clothing and see what happens? Try a few test washes and see if the washer
gives you an error code. You may have a loose wire harness somewhere near the board causing
your issue too. Check to be sure all wire harnesses are attached and secure. Ok so i did reset
on the machine and tried it this morning. It is running through cycles and spinning but whining
very loudly there is no smell coming from it. It is not draining when i checked the drain hose
during the drain cycle it was just trickling. Bonnie, Your drain pump is most likely clogged or
jammed with foreign objects. You will need to take the pump apart and remove anything lodging
inside to fix the issue. My washing machine has a start up problem. When you start it the water

will pump in then it is supposed to spin. It takes a while of trying and it will finally work. Jerry,
Please supply us with a make and model number of your washer. If the washer is not spinning,
what error signal shows up? An error code or a beeping? If there is an error code please let us
know the code and we can provide answers to fix. I overloaded my washer. Now it will not do
anything. It stopped after the wash cycle. Water still in tub. I unloaded it. Let the timer still run it
tries to start and then just hums for a minute and then stops. Will not do anything else. Bonnie,
Unload the washer completely. Unplug the washer for 5 minutes. See if that resets the washer.
Humming may mean a belt or other part broke or is not working properly if the washer was
heavily overloaded. Can you please provide us with a make and model number of your washer
and we can assist with helping you fix your washer? Clothes are drenched. Any advice? Lori,
Most likely you have a bad lid switch. If the lid switch is faulty, the machine will agitate the
clothing but will not spin or drain. If you have a meter you can test the lid switch or check it
visually and make sure the washer plunger is pushing on it when the top load door closes. It
would complete the cycle, but the clothes would still be soaking wet. No matter where I turn the
dial, it makes a slight buzzing noise, but nothing happens. I did unplug it for a minute and
opened and closed the lid a dozen times, but still nothing. Nicole, If machine is buzzing, that
MAY mean a part is binding up and unable to move. You could have a number of issues. First,
be sure the lid switch is in working order. Then check drain hose and drain pump to be sure
nothing is clogged and making the washer unable to drain. Buzzing may also mean a bad motor,
bad timer switch or other. Check the components we mentioned and go from there. Any other
questions? We will be happy to answer. If after installing the door lock the machine worked, but
the second wash attempt did not, then either a sensor or possibly wiring is to blame. Does the
current door lock assembly test okay with a meter? I bought the door lock assembly from
amazon and it had the same part number as the original. Leo, We mean all the components you
mentioned. If you do not have a meter or do not know how to use one, get one and learn, it will
save you loads of money in the long run. In the meantimeâ€¦ Check the wiring harnesses on
ALL components to be they are secure. The main control board may be faulty, check it for burn
marks and other obvious signs of damage. My Samsung top loader model WA13V9 has been
idle for some time. I went to use it and it comes on and before you finish giving commands it
times out and displays error: 0E. Remove power to the appliance, wait 30 seconds then turn the
power supply back on. The drain pump should operate to drain the washing machine. Matzc2v,
Please supply us with model number and a detailed description of your Samsung washer issue.
Thank you, thank you so much for this clearly written and easy to follow tutorial. A simple reset
did the trick! We are thrilled! The drum has suddenly stopped turning â€” I have tried the reset
you suggested â€” unplugging it for a minute, then opening and closing the door six times. It
drains fine. Any ideas what I could try next? I have an 18 year old washer that has a random
problem with spinning. After washing it goes to drain and spin but sometimes it gets stuck and
only drains with a somewhat loud motor hum. It may catch with a clunk and start spinning, or it
may wait until it reverses direction where it will catch. If you hear it humming you can go and lift
the lid. As soon as the motor spins to a stop there is a clunk and then you close the lid. Spins
fine until the next full spin cycle starts. Everything else works fine. Tim, It sounds like either the
clutch or motor coupler is worn out and causing your issue if you have a top load washer. Can
you give us make and model of your washing machine to assist further? I have a Frigidaire
Gallery top loader which washes fine but when it comes down to spinning and draining the
water off the clothes its not working and also I smell of rubbery burning smell what could it be?
Delvin, When your top load washer is spinning, the rubber belt is in use. If you smell rubber
burning, then the belt is about to shred or is misaligned. You should order a new belt for your
washer. Inspect the washer first to be sure the belt is causing your issue. This is a common
issue with many top load washers. I did replace it with a new washer but the spinning cycle
does not work, i tried to spin only but it also refuse to spin. Is it the washer problem or
something else? Mad, Have you checked the lid or door switch? If your washer will not spin,
usually the lid or door switch is bad. Test with a meter to be sure. I have a Bosch classic
express front load washing machine. Approx 10 yrs old. The machine was working fine except
for the bearing on the motor was getting a bit noisy. I replaced the bearing but now the machine
does not appear to complete any cycles. It will fill and empty no problem. But when it starts to
spin it is like it is loosing the run signal and stops, then it times out and moves to the next
phase of the wash cycle. I have tried the same with the belt removed to eliminate imbalance in
the drum, even though it appears fine. Any help would be appreciated. Paul Dunne, It sounds as
if something such as a wiring harness or an electrical component came loose or detached when
you replaced the bearing. It may have been something loose to begin with and taking the
washer apart made it detach. We would suggest to trace all wiring harnesses from the top
controls and move downward. There may be a motor control sensor that is loose. Find the loose

wire and secure it into its original position. If it turns out to NOT be a loose wiring issue, let us
know and we can troubleshoot further. When I completed a load of washing this morning, the
clothes were still very foamy. Now my wife has tried to do the load again and there is still a pool
of water in the bottom. This is the most common symptom we hear on all brands of dryers. One
of the appliance parts most of us suspect first is the heating element see common Whirlpool
elements below , but there are several other appliance parts on the dryer and one item that is
not on the dryer that can produce the same symptom. You will save time, energy, and money if
you will take a few moments to prove exactly which part is bad before purchasing a replacement
part. The dryer will turn if it is getting volts, but it must be receiving volts to heat. Many dryer
circuits have two circuit breakers installed to power the dryer. A lightning strike nearby or
power surge can cause one breaker to blow and not the other. Resetting the circuit breaker
fixes the dryer and you did not even get your hands dirty. A blown circuit breaker happens often
enough to make it the first item we recommend checking when a dryer turns but does not heat.
It is always fun to get an easy fix. The next appliance part to check is the heating element,
because it is easy to prove if it is good or bad with a visual inspection. Whirlpool usually locates
the heating element on the back of dryer must remove back of dryer or under the drum must
remove front dryer. Be certain to disconnect power from dryer. Heating element coils look like
stretched out door springs. A bad dryer heating element will have a break in the coil. The dryer
element is good if no break is detected. A close inspection is required as some breaks tend to
hide among the coils. You can use a multi-meter and check the continuity of the element.
Continuity, however, still requires a visual inspection as broken coils may still touch when cool.
Having proven that the circuit breaker is not blown and the heating element coil is not broken, it
is time to look at the fuses and thermostats on the dryer. I have included pictures of the
common thermostats and fuses. These are located on the heating element and on the blower
housing. Use a multi-meter to test the fuses and thermostats for continuity after removing the
wires, or you can bring them into U-FIX-IT and we will test them for you, free. See related videos
here. He has been in the appliance parts business since My whirlpool dryer will only dry when it
is set on the very dry mode. Is this the thermostat or could it be the selector switch. Steve, I
would need a model number and a wiring diagram to give meaningful advice. Most dryers have
a wiring diagram located somewhere within the dryer. We can tell you where thermostats and
fuses are located. Thank you for you inquiry. Could really use some advice. We have a whirlpool
dryer that runs, spins but will not heat. We have replaced the heating element, thermal fuse and
the thermostat. Still not heating. Any advice would be so appreciated. Thank you!!! Carlee,
When randomly testing the components fails to identify the problem, I switch to a
troubleshooting system that will isolate the problem. I test for voltage using the wiring diagram
as my road map through the circuit while the dryer is running. I always start at the terminal
board where the cord attaches to the dryer. I look for volts on the two outside posts and volts
from the center post to each of the outside posts. Shining a bright light on the terminal board
will allow inspection for a burned wire or terminal post. If everything tests good there, I will
move to the first component in the volt circuit heater circuit reading the voltage by placing a
test probe on each side of the component. If the voltage reads volts, the component is bad. By
working my way through the heater circuit while the dryer is running I will be able to isolate
which component is bad. Thank you for your inquiry. Thanks for your insight. I have taken apart
my Frigidaire Dryer model FERFSO, cleaned all of the lint out of the system, filter and blower fan
it was everywhere , and all of the circuits and fuses have continuity. I have not yet checked the
power coming into the dryer but will reset the breaker to determine if this is the issue. If the
dryer still will not heat, what do you recommend? KH, When randomly testing the components
fails to identify the problem, I switch to a troubleshooting system that will isolate the problem. I
cleaned all lint out of exhaust pipes and lint trap then tested all thermal fuses, thermostats,
drive motor switch, and checked heating element for any breaks or cracks and all rest good. I
am at a loss as to what my problem is. Steve, Intermittent malfunctions can be the most tedious
to find. I would be looking at air flow first. First: The lint screen can be tested for a clear coating
by removing any lint and running water onto the screen. The water will bead on the screen and
resist flowing through if it has accumulated a clear coating. Scrubbing with a brush and
detergent will remove the coating and allow the water to flow easily through the screen. Second:
The plastic blower wheel can become worn allowing the motor shaft to turn inside the blower
wheel. If blower wheel will rotate on the motor shaft while holding the motor pulley on the other
end of the motor then the blower wheel needs to be replaced to correct the air flow problem. A
whirpool dryer the heating element comes on sometimes other dont. I checked all for continuity
and everything seems to be fine. I replaced heating element and still dies the same thing.
Sometimes works others just blows cold air. Jesus, Intermittent malfunctions can be the most
tedious to find. Checked circuit breaker,replaced thermal fuse,high heat thermostat,and heating

element. Motor runs. Any other ideas? David, When randomly testing the components fails to
identify the problem, I switch to a troubleshooting system that will isolate the problem. Gary, If
the dryer is not starting regardless of what selections are made on the control panel then I
would test the door switch, the motor relay, and both the inlet thermal limiter and the outlet
thermal limiter. Gil, I am unable to find your model number in any cross references. The model
number should be located inside the door next to the opening for the clothes. Jim, I was just
given a whirlpool cabrio dryer, model wgddwo, ser m, it is tumbling not heating. Venting is
good, blowing cold air out vent. It has standard three prong plug, does the dryer require v? I
have not trouble shot any components yet. Jonathan, This dryer does not require volts, but it
does require a connect to gas since it is a gas dryer. Our whirlpool dryer will heat on automatic
cycle,but not on the timed cycle or fluff cycle. What part do you suggest that would need
replaced? We checked the lint trap, all was good with that. I have repacked the element, thermal
fuse, high limit and thermostat, and also the timer. The blower fan and motor are fine and all
lines are clear. Jura, When randomly testing the components fails to identify the problem, I
switch to a troubleshooting system that will isolate the problem. I got a quite bizarre case. It
takes too long to dry clothes. So far, I changed the heating element, heat-cutoff fuse,
thermostat, thermistor, I even cleaned the motor. Still not enough heat. To test, I unplug the
hose, and let the dryer blow right in to the house. I noticed a very strange thing: the heating
element can get very hot â€” glowing orange, if I take off the tube where the lint screen sits. If I
put it back, but not tighten the screws, it seems to glow orange a bit. But even so, it is still not
slow at all. The main difference I can tell is the temperature of air blowing out between the two
situations. Consequently, I thought it must be caused by the thermal fuse or thermistor. But I
replaced the latter, and the former still has continuityâ€¦. I would test the lint screen. After
brushing the lint off of the screen, run some water into the lint screen. If it beads up and does
not flow through the screen, then scrub the screen with a detergent and brush until the water
flows through. Lint screens can acquire a clear coating over time that restricts air flow. If the lint
screen passes the water test, I would test the blower wheel. While holding the motor shaft on
the pulley end so it cannot turn, I would attempt to turn the blower wheel. If the blower wheel
turns on the shaft then it is bad and will not turn fast enough to move sufficient air through the
dryer. My roper whirlpool dryer want do anything the night before I dryer a load of clothes no
problem at all the next morning I out a load in the dryer did nothing checked beaker again
nothing no sound nothing at all and my washer a few days later want spin or rinsin my clothes
can you. When a Whirlpool Roper dryer will not start it is most often an internal fuse which is
easy to replace. Call and we will give you free assistance in determining exactly what is wrong
with your dryer and your washer. I bought a used H2 Kenmore dryer. It quit heating. We
replaced the heating coil. It worked about 2 months and quit heating again. So we replaced the
thermostat and fuse. It worked about a month and quit heating again. The tab on the
encasement is broken. But we got it in the dryer. What should we do? Is there something else to
check or should we get another dryer??? Ty u so much for any advice! Whirlpool dryers are
almost always worth repairing if cabinet looks good. I am not certain what you are describing as
a broken tab. I would start the dryer and then go outside and hold my hand in front of the dryer
vent. The air should be blowing vigorously as it exits the vent. If all looks good outside then
disconnect the vent hose from the back of the dryer and run the dryer to see if the air is blowing
vigorously exiting the dryer. Good air flow exiting the dryer with poor air flow outside indicates
the problem is outside the dryer. If you have a vertical vent the goes out through the roof rather
than straight out the wall, make certain it is clean and free of lint. Dryers sometimes need a
booster air pump to function properly with a vertical vent. Poor air flow exiting the dryer
indicates the problem is within the dryer. The easy first check is the lint filter should be clean
and free of lint. Less obvious, there can be a clear coating that forms on the lint filter. Run a
little water onto the lint screen. Water should flow easily through it. If water beads up on the
screen, then clean it with a detergent and a scrub brush until the water flows through it. If the
lint screen is clean and air flow is poor, then I would inspect the blower wheel for damage or
wear. If air flow is good, then I would inspect the tub bearings and idler wheel to make certain
the tub is turning freely. Hello Jim, thanks for your service! That comes from a current serving
Chief in the Army. What would be your next COA? I would start by checking to make sure I have
volts coming to the terminal block at the back of the dryer where the cord attaches. If the fuse
you replaced was blown by an electrical surge, it is possible the surge also threw one of two
breakers for your dryer in the main circuit breaker box. Electric dryers will turn but not heat with
one breaker thrown. If volts is present at the back of the dryer, then I would follow the circuit for
the heating element on the wiring diagram working my way in from the terminal block while the
dryer is running. Measuring voltage at each component by placing a multimeter probe on the
terminal going into the component and the other probe on the terminal coming out of the

component. A reading of zero will be a good component. A reading of volts will be the bad
component. Any information is greatly appreciated. I suspect the internal fuse has blown. Send
me your model number for specific instruction as to where the fuse is located, or you can call
the U-FIX-IT Appliance Parts store nearest you for free diagnosis assistance. Cabrio gas dryer
not heating up. Theres a little bit of heat but not enough to dry anything. Cleaned out vents and
was quit a lot of lint. Possibly overheated at some point. Is it possible if it overheated that the
thermocouple needs to be replaced? Starting with airflow is a good place to start since the
flame is not staying on long enough. Whenever possible, I start by going outside while the dryer
is running to hold my hand at the outlet of the dryer vent. The air should be moving briskly from
the vent. Let me know if the air is moving briskly. Observe the flame as the dryer starts. Record
how long the flame stays on and how long it takes for the flame to reappear. Get back to me
with those two observations and the model number for further assistance. Audrey, When spot
checking various components does not find the problem, it is time to switch to a systematic
troubleshooting process. I would use the wiring diagram to follow the voltage through the dryer
heater circuit. I always start at the terminals where the dryer cord is attached to the dryer.
Verifying there is volts between the two outside posts and volts between the center post and
each of the two outside posts. Then I follow the wiring diagram to the first component in the
circuit and, with the dryer running, measure the voltage across the component. If it reads volts
and the dryer is running but not heating the component bad. If it reads zero voltage I would
verify there is volts present measuring between the component terminal and ground the center
post on the cord terminal block. To reiterate, I expect a good component will read volts to
ground on each side but will read zero volts across the component. A bad component will read
volts to ground on each side, but will read volts across the component. I would continue to
follow the wiring diagram for the heater circuit measuring each component until I identified the
bad component. I would start by checking the circuit breakers in the main circuit breaker box
for the house and resetting them. Dryers often have two circuit breakers and it is possible for
one to blow and not the other. The broken element may have shorted to the case and caused
the breaker to blow. If this is the case, the dryer will turn without heating. If the dryer continues
to turn without heating after resetting the circuit breakers, I would carefully inspect the work I
did when installing the element, verifying that all wires are reconnected and in the correct
location. If all is as it should be, then I would start the troubleshooting process at the beginning
and work my way through the circuit to find the new malfunction. For personalized assistance
call Your dryer you purchased is likely gas. Gas dryers have v cords. As the gas is what
provides heat. Certainly a possibility that it is a gas dryer, or it could be a v dryer configured to
run on v. Hence, the request for a model number. Please send a model number and more
detailed symptoms, or for immediate help call U-FIX-IT Appliance Parts at for personalized
diagnosis assistance. My new whirlpool dryer came with a volt standard household cord. I
plugged this into the wall outlet and the dryer turns but does not heat. On the back of dryer I do
not see a terminal block to hook up a three prong cord that was on my old dryer. My old dryer
ran off a plug. I have never seen a dryer with a plug. I need a model number to make any
comments about your dryer, or you can call with your model number for personalized free
diagnosis assistance. I need more specific symptoms to offer any additional help. Running out
of ideas. Any help greatly apprexiated. Hello Ryan, You have replaced the common items. If it
was my dryer, I would start by making certain I have volts to the back of the dryer where the
cord attaches to the dryer. If you are missing one leg of the volts, the dryer will still run, but it
will not heat. You can do this yourself with a multimeter. If you are unfamiliar with how to use a
multimeter stop by the nearest U-FIX-IT store and we will be happy to explain it to you for free. If
volts are present at the back of the dryer then I would look for a wiring diagram for the dryer.
Wiring diagrams are often stored in the control panel by the dryer manufacturer. The wiring
diagram allows me to identify all of the components in the circuit with the heating element. With
the dryer running I would place a multimeter lead on the terminals going into and coming out of
a component in the circuit such as a thermostat, fuse, heater, or centrifugal switch on the
motor. If the multimeter reads zero the component is good. If the reading is volts the component
is bad. Every wire will still have voltage present even when the multimeter is reading zero.
Placing one meter probe on ground will show hoe much voltage is present at the other probe.
You can take the wiring diagram to the nearest U-FIX-IT Appliance Parts store for free
personalized diagnosis assistance or email a picture of the wiring diagram and we will be glad
to assist you over the phone. I have a whirlpool dryer and it was not getting enough heat. I
cleaned the vent hose and a tried it without load and there is so much heat right away. What
seems to be the problem? I need more information to be of help. You did not say where you are
measuring the heat. A load of wet clothes will cause the exhaust temperature to feel cooler than
it is with no clothes. Restricted air flow will cause the heater to short cycle. Good Morning Jim,

So I read all of your information on fixing the dryers and any problems it could be. I recently
took my whirlpool apart and took out the element as my step dad told me to check, it was good
and tested good. So I unplugged all of the wires from the gauges and devices and plugged them
back in and it literally work instantly and heated up great. I left the back off and let it run for
while and was still super hot and good. So I made sure to clean all dust of wires and devices
and put back in. Do you know what IO should check or have you any idea what it could possibly
be? Thanks for taking your time to read this and possibly help me out. Have a Great Afternoon,
Sir. Intermittent problems can be the most difficult to locate. The dryer can still run with one
breaker thrown. Also, I recommend a close visual inspection of the heating element.
Occasionally, an element can test good for continuity because the broken ends make
connection during the testing, but separate when the dryer is operating. A volt meter can be
used to test the element while the dryer is running. The element is bad if the voltage reads volts
between the two terminals of the element and the element is not getting hot. If the voltage reads
zero between the two terminals, one leg of the volts is not making its way to the element. Next, I
would locate the wiring diagram and work my way through the circuit measuring the voltage
across each component in the circuit while the dryer is running. A reading of volts will indicate
that is the bad component. Hi, I have a Whirlpool Duet dryer I bought in , it quit heating, I have
checked all of the temp sensors and the heating coil and they check out good, I was working on
it the other day and cleaned everything up and put the heating coils back up and it started
working. I get volts if I put the red terminal on the coil and the black one to ground. You are
most likely reading the same leg of volts on both sides of the element. If that is the case you will
read zero volts across the element. The meter will read volts across the element when all
components in the circuit are allowing voltage to pass through them. I would use the wiring
diagram to work my way through the circuit measuring the voltage across each component in
the circuit. The bad component will be identified when I measure volts across the component.
My whirlpool dryer stopped heating and I assumed heating element,but I read some of the posts
on here and saw everything I should check. Jim i want to thank you I finally searched why my
dryer was running but coldâ€¦ it took 15 mins from the time I searched,read and problem solved
it it was the FUSE!!!! LMAO I the Wife fixed the dryer after two weeks of it not working had to
wait for the check to pay for the heating element the price and seeing several parts that it might
be drove me to look.. I replaced the dryer belt after it broke and suddenly there is no heat. I have
a Kenmore Series 80 dryer. I have replaced all the thermostats on the back and the thermal fuse.
Would the belt breaking cause the motor switch to go bad? I have reset the circuit breaker just
to troubleshoot, but it still has no heat. Thanks for your help. Whenever a new malfunction
appears after I complete a repair, I retrace my steps carefully. I am almost always responsible
for the new malfunction. Oftentimes I find that I inadvertently failed to reconnect a wire or
connection. Sometimes it is a case of accidental causing a disconnect or break in the wiring. If I
do not find anything with the careful inspection then it is time to use a multi meter and the
wiring diagram to move methodically through the circuit until I discover exactly where the
voltage disappears. It is unlikely the belt breaking would cause the motor switch to go bad. I
have replaced a few components on my dryer already. The heating coil about a year and a half
additional and this fixed the problem. Now it has started doing the same thing. Next I jumped
the thermal fuse straight to the thermostat, which fixed it. So I replaced the fuse and thermostat.
After about ten uses, it happened again. What might be causing this fuse to blow? I have good
airflow, no clogs. I would heck the airflow after the dryer has been running for awhile. A failing
motor can run slower the longer it runs. While air flow is the primary cause, excessive amp draw
high current flow can blow the fuse also. This can be a short or a failing component in the
circuit. I would also take an amp reading with a clamp on amp meter if I had one available.
Michael, I am uncertain of your symptoms. You state the dryer is not getting enough power. If
half of the volts is missing at the outlet, then that is where you need to start and work back to
the breaker box. Dryers will not heat when one leg of the volts is missing. My parents whirlpool
dryer stopped getting hot. Please help! Adilene, You have checked the most common items to
fail. Most dryers have a wiring diagram somewhere on the dryer. Locate the heating element on
the diagram and then highlight the circuit depicting the path of the electricity on both sides of
the element. Check off the components in the circuit you have already tested and look for the
ones you have not checked. This switch prevents the element from coming on anytime the
motor is not running. The switch can be tested with a multi meter, but the test must be done
while the dryer is running. If the switch is bad, the voltage will read volts between the two
terminals of the switch. Again, this is an uncommon malfunction. It is likely there is another
component in the circuit that is causing the problem. You can call the U-FIX-IT store closest to
you for free assistance in reading your wiring diagram and troubleshooting your dryer. If my
problem is the centrifugal switch, how do I replace it, or do I have to replace the entire motor? I

would replace the motor, but you can call the nearest U-FIX-IT Store and with you model number
and we can give you the price and availability of the switch. I just noticed exhaust hose is
broken can this be cause of not heating? Yes, it could be the source of the problem if it is
restricting airflow. Insufficient airflow will cause short cycling and fuse failures. Whirlpool
dryers have one or more fuses and safety thermostats that cut power to the heater when there
is insufficient airflow. These are in the circuit to protect against fire. If it was my dryer, I would
replace the duct and then make certain there is brisk airflow exiting the dryer vent outside
before I replaced any fuses or thermostats. The thermostats and fuses in the circuit can be
identified by looking at the wiring schematic that came with the dryer. A multi meter can be
used to test for continuity through the fuses and thermostats, or you can take the fuses and
thermostats to your local U-FIX-IT store for free testing. Thank you Mr. Plummer, from the
bottom of my heart, for your trouble-shooting information above. My dryer was turning, but not
heating, so I followed your advice and checked the breaker box first. And voila that was the
problem. I just started back to work after 5 months of being unemployed and the last thing I
needed was a big repair bill. Service before self. Thank you for your kind words. It is always fun
to hear that we were a part of someone having a good day. I also want to take a min and say
thanks my wife just called me and said our dryer is doing the same thing,I come across this site
and now I have something to go on only difference is she said she started it last night before
bed and it never shut off and never dryer the clothes. I appreciate you kind words. If the breaker
is not the problem call the nearest U-FIX-IT store for personalized help in troubleshooting your
dryer. Hello, I have a whirlpool duet dryer that will not heat. What could be the cause of this?
Thank You in advanceâ€¦. Virgil, This symptom is often caused in Whirlpool Duet Dryers by a
fuse that will cut power to the motor when it is blown. The fuse can be tested for continuity with
a multi-meter or take the fuse to your nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing. My whirlpool dryer
has stopped heating. I first checked house breaker. I have replaced heating element, thermostat,
thermofuse, and replace old duct. It still will not heat up. Any suggestions? Thanks David. You
have covered the common items. If it was my dryer, I would isolate the problem by following the
circuit for the heating element on the dryer wiring diagram while the dryer is running. Placing
the multi-meter probes on either side of a component, one at a time. Good components will read
zero volts. That does not mean there is no high voltage present, it just means there is zero
difference in the voltage on either side of the component. The bad component will read volts.
Have Roper Dryer model regvq1- timer switch does not rotate even when dryer is running and it
no longer heats up, will the timer switch affect the heat cycle? Will a new timer switch work or
do I need to replace the whole control board. And thank you for your service sir! I was unable to
find your model number in the cross reference. In most cases the timer will be the only
malfunction when it is bad, but there are always exceptions. An electrical surge can take out
multiple components in a circuit. Take another look at the model number usually inside the door
next to the clothes opening and call the nearest U-FIX-IT store for additional help. It happened
two months ago, and worked fine after replacing the thermistor. Now no enough heat again. I
checked thermal fuse, power supply, thermistor, high-limit thermostat, thermal cut-off, timer,
heating element, motor. Then all of sudden it worked just fine for a week. Before moving it back
to the old place, I decided to check the timer more carefully â€” so I opened it up, cleaned it.
Kind of doubt it is because of the timer. But now, only very small part of it became reddish. The
resistance is about 40 ohms, which seems to be within normal range, even though the manual
says it should be around 10 ohms. Remove your element from the housing it is in and inspect it
closely. I suspect you will find it has burned into two sections and one of those sections has
grounded to the housing. The shortened element still gets hot, just not hot enough. I tested and
found thermal fuse Good, when testing the next Themal cutoff fuse I found it open so I replaced
it and the Thermostat next to Heating element. Tested heating element and read continuity
through element. When I started Dryer it had heat then stopped Heating , I was going to replace
cycling Thermostat next does this sound right or am I missing something else. Thank You. I
would check the air flow. The fuse protects the dryer from overheating when there is insufficient
airflow. I check the airflow at the dryer exhaust outside the house. If the airflow is not brisk and
strong then I work back toward the dryer looking for the restriction such as build up of lint in
the duct. There are the obvious things such as a crushed or pinched dryer hose. Finally a good
scrubbing of the lint screen with a brush and detergent can remove the clear coating that
sometimes builds up on it. When I tried again started to heat then went Cool. Could it be cycling
Thermostat is bad? Or something else? I would check the fuse again and then I would check the
airflow. Turns out it was the circuit breaker. Had to flip it off then flip it back on because it is a
two switch configuration where the two breakers are joined together with a pin. Wish I had
visited your website first before taking the dryer apart for hours. Also it looks like the time is not
progressing with time aswell. Could it be the timer in my case. Turning but not heating

symptoms are rarely a timer. If the timer is set for timed dry not more dry-less dry and it is not
advancing then it is pointing to a bad timer. A trace of the volt circuit using a multi-meter and
the wiring diagram while the dryer is running will show which component is preventing the volts
from reaching the element. Any ideas? By the way this is an older conventional non-electronic
dryer probably about 10 years old. You may have a bad centrifugal switch on the motor. It is a
safety so the heating element will not come on when the motor is not running a fire hazard. You
can test for this by locating the terminals for the switch on your wiring diagram and read the
voltage between them while the motor is running. If the reading is volts the switch is bad. The
switch is not usually available separately from the motor. There is not enough information here
to help you isolate your problem. It will be the quickest way to get to the source of the problem.
I am having trouble with my dryer not heating. Even replaced the timer and still nothing. Bought
a cheap dryer to use and it heats up fine with the same plug and outlet as my dryer. The element
has continuity as well as all of the fuses. Same power source. You did not mention checking the
centrifugal switch on the motor. The motor must be running for the centrifugal switch to close
and allow the power to flow in the heater circuit. You can find the terminals to test by looking at
the wiring diagram. If the centrifugal switch is bad the motor must be replaced. Hello, any
thoughts on this would be appreciated â€” We have a Whirlpool electric dryer. We turned it to
the Timer on high heat and it works, but if we turn it to medium heat , it does not. Pretty goofy
â€” any idea what part is going bad? The symptoms are pointing to a problem that can be
identified. Troubleshooting starts with the specific model number. On most dryers the model
numbers can be found by opening the door and looking beside the opening for the clothes. It
was obtained used with a burned out heating element which the owner got a good shock poking
around with a screwdriver and I replaced the heating element with a new one and also the
thermostat and fuse. It worked well for a while and then it quit heating again burned out heater. I
repaired the heater element since it was a sunday night and needed dry clothes for the next
morning and it worked ok for a couple of weeks. But now it is the same. Are these heating
elements prone to fail. The break was at the midpoint of the coils so I am presuming there is a
need for a lower voltage or a better support at that point. Any information could be helpful. The
elements can burn out prematurely when there is insufficient air flow through the drier. Becuase
the dryer is having the same problem even after it was moved to a new location, it is logical that
problem is located within the dryer. Test the lint screen for a clear coating. After removing the
lint from the lint screen, pour a small amount of water in the screen while holding it over a sink.
If the water beads up, then scrub the screen with a detergent until the water runs freely through
it. If the lint screen is clear, I would inspect the blower wheel by holding the motor shaft and
seeing if the blower wheel turns without moving the shaft. If the blower wheel turns on the shaft,
then it should be replaced. Thank you! It was just a blown circuit! I would have never thought
that would be the problem because there was still power to the dryer. Thank you!! That was it.
Good afternoon, your site has really good content. I had an issue that occurred similarly as the
post from July 7. The first thing that I did was to verify that there was no lint build up, so that I
could maintain a constant airflow. After the airflow was verified, I used a multi meter to make
sure I had continuity. The problem ended up being a break in the coils. So thanks for the
information and keep up the good work. This is a very informational site. I have a kenmore Elite
dryer that is having issues. It has intermittent heat and gets very hot. It also has an issue where
the timer turns the unit on automatically when you turn it to a cycle. It has a separate start stop
button, but the unit turns on automatically. Is this an issue with the timer, or should I be looking
at multiple areas? Inspect the heating element visually. It is possible the heating element is
grounded touching to the housing. A grounded heating element can cause overheating and
control circuit issues. The grounded heating element can be confirmed by testing for continuity
between the element and the housing. I have an estate dryer that will not heat up. I checked the
fuse box, the vent hose, changed the heating element, the thermal fuse and put new limit and
fuse kit. Low air flow can cause repetitive failure of fuses. Two of the less obvious causes of air
flow problems are the blower wheel and a clear coating on the lint screen. Proceed as follows:.
First, place your lint screen in a sink after removing the lint. The water should pass through the
lint screen easily. If the water beads up on the screen, then scrub the screen with a detergent to
remove the clear coating that can accumulate. Second test â€” The plastic blower wheel can
sometimes become loose on the motor shaft allowing the wheel to slip on the shaft and not turn
at full speed. Test for this by removing the belt from the motor and then turn the motor shaft by
hand while holding the blower wheel on the other end of the motor. If the blower wheel is OK,
you will not be able to turn the motor shaft while holding the blower wheel. The blower wheel
should be tightly mounted on the shaft with no looseness. We will be happy to work through it
with you. I checked the fuse box, and it is not the problem. I cleaned the lint trap and air flow,
and they also are not the problem. Next, I want to examine the heat coil and fuses, but I do

uotknow where they are located. Thank you. Your heating element is accessed from the back of
the dryer. Disconnect power and remove the back cover. The heating element is located low on
the right side as you face the back of the dryer. The element is removed by disconnecting the
wires take a picture first and removing the four screws that attach it to the duct. One fuse is on
the duct above the element. The other fuse made of white plastic is on the blower housing
located to the lower left as you face the rear of the dryer. Both fuses and the element will have
continuity if they are good. A bad element will have a break in the coils. Call if you have any
questions as you get into the removal process. With the door open I press the start button and
hold down the door button to start the cycle. I can see the orange glow through the holes in the
back of dryer but feel no heat. My son got behind it and said the he could feel the heat. Can you
tell me what to troubleshoot before going to buy a new dryer. We have checked the breaker box
and the lint hose. We just had flooring done and the workers unplugged our Whirpool Duet
Steam dryer to use the outlet. They did not move it. When we plugged it back in and used it, it
comes on and tumbles but no heat. We turned circuit breakers off and back on â€” still no heat.
I cleaned out the duct as well â€” not much lint at all. Anything else it may be that we can easily
check? Dryer is 4 years old. Moving the dryer could have caused the vent hose to be pinched
and thereby restrict the airflow. Restricted air flow can cause the fuse to open and give the
symptom you have. I seem to be having the opposite problem. Dries fine on low, no heat on
high. I have to verify this because it is at my vacation rental a mile away. But several renters and
the cleaning people have told me this. I am wondering if this is an obvious case of blown high
temp thermostat or if there are other possible causes. The dryer is a Kenmore The temp setting
is a continuous rheostat knob. It appears to heat normally on high at first, just like on low. Greg,
The dryer uses the same thermostat for both the high heat and the low heat. The low heat
energizes the heater beneath the thermostat to cause the thermostat to cycle sooner. Look at
the wiring diagram to follow the voltage while the dryer is running and determine which
component is stopping the flow of electricity. Jim, My dryer stopped heating. On older dryers it
has always been an easy fix by replacing the heater element. What would be the quickest way to
troubleshoot my problem? It says Duet on the front. Jeff, You are correct, the Duet has a more
complex control system, but the mechanical part is very similar to the old designs. You can still
check for the common failures by doing a continuity check of the thermostats, fuses and
heating element. Of course, checking for adequate air flow can be done without special
equipment as well. Hi, my husband was using the dryer and never cleaned the lint out , we have
a whirlpool cabrio. Any ideas what it is? Did he accidentally burn something out? Also, our
washer has something wrong with it. Whole mid was hit a load, it will shut off and say br or cr?
And ideas? Yes, there is an internal fuse that has probably burned out. Send your model
number or call the nearest U-FIX-IT store with your model number and we can tell you where to
look for it and how to test it. Model number wtwww1. I recommend checking the continuity of
the fuse located on your heater housing toward the top. If your meter shows no continuity the
fuse is bad. We recommend replacing this fuse with a kit that includes the high limit thermostat
as well located toward the bottom of the heater housing. The heater housing is accessed from
the rear of the dryer after removing the back. I need a more detailed description of the
symptoms of the washer malfunction. The troubleshooting process will be easier if you to call in
and talk with us. Put dryer back together it worked two cycles and quit heating again. Any
thoughts? I would be suspicious of the air flow. The first step is to identify the cause of the heat
shutdown. If it is a fuse, as I suspect, then it is pointing toward the air flow. I found the heating
element to be defective and went to a local appliance repair shop and picked up a replacement. I
installed it and the thermal cut-off kicked out and it stopped heating again. I cleaned out all the
duct work, actually pulled it all apart and rinsed it out, cleaned out the blower fan area, which
had years of lint accumulated within, cleaned out all the lint around the motor, found the rear
drum seal to be defective and the belt to be cracked, so I replaced both of those, bought and
installed a new thermal cutoff kit. I end up resetting it by tapping the back of the thermal cutoff
with the handle of a screwdriver, reinstalling and trying other things. The only way I can get it
running is by disconnecting the vent tube off the back and leave it blowing into the laundry
room. It should not bead up on the screen. If it does, then scrub the screen with a detergent to
remove the clear coating that can accumulate. If these suggestions do not lead you to a
solution, give us a call. My dryer does not heat all the time â€¦I start it and no heat If I try about
10 times open door close it then finaly it heats â€¦very anoying it not even 3 yrs old â€¦.
Whirlpool Duet front load Dryer keeps blowing fuse. Checked v circuit at the box, OK. Checked
coil and two other sensors for continuity, OK. Also, replacement Thermistor did not have
continuity as well. Sensor next to Thermistor did test OK. Dryer runs on air only. Shorts out
immediately on heated dry. Coil housing box is warm after that short start up. Any thoughts on
what needs to be replaced? I suspect you heating element is shorted out to ground. You can

confirm this by visual inspection of the heating coil, or by checking for continuity between the
heater terminals and the heater housing. If you have continuity, it is a bad element. Our dryer
stopped heating last week. I checked all the fuses and the fuse at the very back of the heating
element showed no continuity. I replaced that one as well the thermostat since the parts came
together. I checked them both after installing and they worked. Put the dryer back together and
it worked great again for almost a week. I am guessing the unit probably blew a circuit breaker
when the power cut off and is now operating, but if that is not the case, read on. If the fuse is
burned out again, check the outside vent to make certain airflow is blowing strong. If the
exhaust is not blowing strong, look over the top of the dryer before moving it and check the
exhaust hose for kinks. Remove the hose and run the dryer. If the dryer is blowing strong then
restriction is between the dryer and the outdoor vent. If the exhaust velocity is still not strong,
the problem is inside the dryer. Check for lint buildup and check that the blower is firmly
attached to the motor shaft with no play. Remove the lint screen and run a stream of water into
it. If the water beads up, clean the screen with a detergent and a brush to remove a clear
coating. When water flows through the lint screen, it is clean. You just saved me a LOT of
trouble trying to pull the heating element and replace it in my Whirlpool Elite dryer. In my search
to see how to get to the heating element, I bumped into this article. Dryer is working perfectly
again! The light in my dryer does not work. I have the Whirlpool Duet.. I changed the bulb and
still nothing.. When a new bulb does not fix the light, the door switch needs to be tested. You
can test for continuity with a multimeter or you can take the switch to the U-FIX-IT store nearest
you for free testing. Jim, my dryer has a problem with heating up. If its slow to heat up and
burns energy, does that make it a fuse problem? I recommend checking the air flow. Restricted
air flow can cause the heating element to short cycle. I was given a Whirlpool Washer and Dryer.
Once we got the dryer upstairs and into the apartment, we noticed the outlet on the wall for the
dryer was different from the plug on the dryer. My boyfriend works in HVAC and is very saavy
with electrical wiring. He was able to plug the dryer in by sticking the wires directly into the
outlet as a temporary solution. He ended up leaving to go out of town for work. He wants me to
just wait until he gets back but I wanna do some laundry. The dryer runs, but there is no heat. I
ran a load of towels and just put them in the dryer to see if eventually they would dry. Well, I
forgot about the dryer when I left that evening. I returned the next morning to find my dryer still
running. The towels were dry from cycling all night I guess. With the info given, do you have any
troubleshooting tips for me in trying to figure this out? I would prefer not to un plug it but I think
that I will have to for getting inside that back panel. Thanks for reading my rant. Hope you can
help and I hope to hear from you soon, fellow Texan. The dryer needs a new cord that matches
the outlet you have. You can take a picture of the outlet to your nearest U-FIX-IT store and we
can provide the correct cord along with instruction about replacing the old cord. Replacing the
cord is an easy task. I suspect the dryer will work correctly when the new cord is installed. The
heating element in my dryer heats up and the. Turns off with 2 minutes. I have ensured there is
no blockage, emptied the lint trap and housing Unitas tested the heating element. Not sure what
could be causing the problem. The short cycle is most likely caused by an air flow restriction. It
is possible the lint filter has a clear coating on it. Remove the lint filter and run a small amount
of water into it. The water should flow through. If the water beads up, then the filter needs to be
scrubbed until the water flows through. I have a whirlpool ultimate care 2 and the heating
element was bad so I changed it out and when I put a new one in it blew a main breaker and in
the video I watched the guy had 3 wires that were put back. I only have 2! Where do I place the 2
wires? Most elements have only two wires, the third wire comes in to play when there is more
than one element. If you are unsure of the wiring it is best to locate the wiring diagram and
double check all the connections you made. There is usually a wiring diagram located
somewhere on a removable panel of the dryer or it may be folded and stored inside the control
panel. I just replaced the heating element the high limit thermostat and started the dryer The
heating element started heating and in a couple of minutes the heating element went off. The
turned off the dryer and tested all the fuses and thermostats for continuity and they are all
good. What couuld be the problem. I have a kenmore dryer model no Is this theory sound?
Using a multimeter you can determine where you are losing the volts. The wiring diagram can
help you determine the easiest place to test for volts while the dryer is operating. I have a
whirlpool duet dryer. The ducting from the dryer to the outside of the house is a long trek. It was
fine for about 3 years attached to the wall to the outside, but just recently had this problem with
it attached. What do you think it could be? It would be difficult to change the whole ducting
route so I am hoping that it is a easy fix int the dryer itself. I just watched a video about
checking the continuity of the thermostat and heating elementâ€¦waiting for my husband to
come back from a week of hunting to do this together. Just wanting to know your thoughts. I
have a Kenmore dryer that periodically stops working. It will still run but stop heating. I can get

it to work again by cycling through the diagnostic test, and than restarting it. Sometimes I have
to do this times. This generally happens a couple of times a month, but is now occurring more
frequently. I shortened the vent length venting into the garage instead of through garage ,
thinking it was perhaps overheating and triggering a thermal cut-off, this seemed to fix it for
awhile, but now the problem is back again. Hi jim,I have a apt size whirlpool elec dryer that just
stopped running. No spin, no nothing. Checked all breakers, even tried various outlets, nothing.
I have a Whirlpool Electric Dryer, which just stopped heating last weekend. Hi Jim, I have a
Kenmore dryer that will run when turned on, but will not heat, on eather short or on longer
cycle. Work you way through the troubleshooting steps outlined in the article and let me know
how you come out. I have a whirlpool estate dryer that recently stopped drying during the 60
min timed dry, drying cycle but heats normal during the cool down period. My timer knob moves
and ticks , but is this the culprit? Any help would be appreciated. Thanks, Ron. Have a whirlpool
duet, drum turns but will not heat. I have changed Heating element, thermostat, thermoster, as
well as fuse that is on the fan and the sensor on the fan. Still same issue. Dryer runs fine,
heating element never heats up. You did not mention checking the circuit breakers for the dryer
in the main breaker box for the house. Start with checking the voltage at the terminal block
where the cord attaches to the dryer. The voltage should read volts between the two outside
terminals and volts between the center post and either outside post. Once you have verified the
volts at the terminal block, follow the wiring diagram in toward the heating element. Place a
probe on the wire going in and on the wire going out of each component you come to in the
diagram. When you read volts you have the bad component. I am so grateful I found your
website before I let my husband dig in to my dryer, or called for service. I had no idea that it
could be just a flipped breaker from a storm a few days ago. I am going to share your site on
social media. What a great resource! I have a whirlpool stacked dryer not heating up. With the
heating element removed I have power on the orange wire coming from the control knob on leg
A of the house power. If i go through this preocess with the heating element installed I loose the
power on the orange wire from the control knob. The heating element looks good, has
continuity and no apparent shorts. Do you know what would cause the power to drop out from
the control knob? A wiring diagram, a voltmeter and a methodical approach are needed to
identify what is preventing power from arriving at the heating element. Start at the terminal
board where the cord attaches to the dryer. You should have volts between the two outside
posts and volts between the center post and either outside post. Then travel down the wiring
diagram from one of the outside posts to the first component on the way to the heating element.
Measure the voltage across the component while the dryer is running. If you read zero volts the
component is good. If you read volts the component is bad and needs to be replaced. Work
your way through the wiring diagram to each component in turn until you find the bad
component. It is a tedious procedure and much care must be exercised to avoiding shorting
power to ground or shocking yourself while taking the measurements. Also care must be taken
to avoid the moving parts while the dryer is running. Once home, I found that it does not heat.
When first started, I hear a loud sound and can see that the burner igniter light glows via the
lower left view port. After a few seconds I hear a click and the glow dies down and the loud
sound goes away. However, I do not see a flame. After a minute or so I hear the loud sound
again and the igniter glows again, then dies out. Again, the loud sound dies with the glow. Still
no heat. Can you advise what the malfunction might be? If a dryer is making a loud sound as
the burner lights and then turns off after a short time, the air flow could be the cause. Check the
air flow as it exits the vent outside. The air flow should be vigorous. If not, disconnect the dryer
from the vent pipe and check the air flow there. If the air flow is vigorous exiting the dryer, then
the problem is outside the dryer. Make certain the vent is clear and unobstructed. If the vent
pipe is over ten feet long, has multiple turns, or exhausts vertically through the ceiling you may
need a booster pump. If the exhaust air is not exiting the dryer vigorously, the problem is inside
the dryer. After removing the lint from the lint screen, test it by running a small amount of water
into the screen. If the water beads up instead of running through the screen then scrub the
screen with a detergent and water to remove the clear coating that can accumulate on them. I
have a Kenmore dryer that is not heating. I have replaced the hi temp thermal kit and it worked
for 2 loads. Now it wont heat again. Could it be a faulty hi temp kit or possibly something else? I
had replaced these several years ago and it has been good up until now. One of the items in the
thermal kit is a fuse. Having said that it is likely that you did not find the reason for the overheat
condition that caused the fuse to blow the first time and now, it has blown again. You may have
airflow problem. Try the following 2 tests. The second test. Hold the motor pulley and check to
see if the blower wheel turns on the shaft. If it turns, replace the blower wheel. Hi I have a
Whirlpool dryer that is not heating up. I checked and it is not a matter of airflow nor is it any of
the thermostats or heating elements. The glow bar gets hot but it there is no flame. It seems as

if the gas valve is not opening. What is the easiest way to check this Because it is located in the
bottom of the dryer and it is hard to get access to. When the igniter comes on and stays on, it is
usually the flame switch. It is located to the side of the burner with a little window toward the
flame. Unplug the dryer and remove one of the two wires and check for continuity no continuity
is bad or take the flame switch to your nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing. I have a Whirlpool
Cabrio that is not heating. I torn it apart and took all the heating components to a appliance
repair shop where they said it was all good. I have to replace my thermal fuse every few months
as it likes to blow. Before it stopped heating, on two separate accounts I smelled burning. You
are going to need more help than I can give in an email, please call or come by the nearest
U-FIX-IT store for assistance in solving this problem. We will need to see the wiring diagram for
your dryer in order to guide you through the troubleshooting process. I am assuming that the
bias thermistor is the likely culprit. Before tearing into it, can you confirm my suspicions? I
need a wiring diagram and model number to give specific guidance, but any component in the
circuit for low heat is a candidate for being the troublemaker. About a week ago our dryer
stopped heating up. The drum spins normal. I checked the fuses, thermostats, heating element
and everything has continuity. Dryer is only about years old.. Any ideas what to check for?
Thanks, Mike. Locate the wiring diagram for your dryer and call or come by the nearest U-FIX-IT
store for guidance in the troubleshooting process. I have a Whirlpool dryer that will not get hot I
have tested all of the thermostats and fuses and they are all good I checked on any air flow
issues and the air flow is good The globe bar gets red hot but there is no flame. These parts are
underneath the dryer under the drum These parts are underneath the dryer under the drum.
Check the flame sensor located next to the burner has a window facing the flame for continuity
or take the flame sensor to the nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing. Replace the sensor if there
is no continuity. My dryer initially stopped drying so I tried to find what to replace and then I
changed only the thermal fuse. I turned the dryer back on and it started working again, only for
about a day. Then it stopped working. What should i try next? I also do not understand how to
restart the circuit breaker, if that is what I need to do. The circuit breaker for the dryer is located
in the main breaker box for your home. Electric dryers have a double breaker or two breakers.
When this happens the dryer can turn but not heat. Resetting or restarting the breaker is
accomplished by turning the breaker off and then back on. It is located next to the flame and
has a small window facing the flame. Replace the flame sensor if there is no continuity. HI
jim,we have a gas dryer kenmore we came home the other day and it had been running for
about 6 hrs,it never shut off, after we turned it off the next day when we turned it on it wouldnt
heat up, I replaced the thermal fuse and the thermostat,also replaced the ignighter, also 2
months ago replaced the coils,its 12 years old,it starts fine it just doesnt make any attempt to
light,what should I replace next? It could be the flame sensor located next to the burner. If it has
continuity between the two terminals, it is good. Replace it if you have no continuity. I have a
whirlpool w gas dryer that is not heating up. After looking at some videos online I decided to
troubleshoot it myself. When I removed the back panel I must have unplugged the red and
yellow wire accidentally and cannot find where it plugs in to. Can you please help? Thank you in
advance. Most dryers have a wiring diagram on one of the panels or inside the control housing.
That diagram should give you the direction you need. The heating element will glow and the
dryer will have a good flame for about 5 seconds and then it goes out. About 45 seconds to a
minute later, it will repeat the process over and over again. Heats up, 5 seconds goes out, a
minute later heats up and off again in 5 seconds. Thisis both with the exhaust tube hooked up
to the dryer and with it off. I cleaned out a lot of lint from the trap, and some in the blower wheel.
However, I have reason to believe that the outside vent might have been restricted fixed that
and a possible cause to this problem now. I have tested for continuity the gas coils, heating
element, cycling thermostat. All seem to be within specs, though the cycling thermostat was
giving me high meter readings at first, but for some reason, just goes to about. If the high limit
thermostat did trip due to a possible exhaust restriction, I was under the assumption that it
does NOT reset. Would a blown high limit thermostat still allow even brief 5 second flame?
Except for actually looking at the igniter for cracks and possibly testing that high limit
thermostat, I am really at a dead end. I suspect an airflow problem. Whirlpool dryer does not
completely dry the clothes every time. Maybe about every time the clothes will be dry then not.
Drying time can be affected by three things. The size of the load 2. How wet the load is. Did the
washer spin the water out of the clothes sufficiently? Heat 4. Airflow through the dryer. Your
dryer may be drying the small load and struggling with the normal size loads. Visually inspect
your heating element to verify there are no breaks in the element. Occasionally a heating
element will break and weld to the housing causing it to generate less heat than needed. If the
heating element is good and the load is normal size and wetness, that leaves you with an airflow
problem. Hi Jim I have a whirlpool cabrio wedswd. I have the same problem with this dryer. Its

not heating. I replaced the element and the high limit thermostat. I tested the thermistor and
thermal fuse and I get continuity. Im getting power to the element. What else should I try to get
the heater to turn on. I tested the v outlet and is coming out of it. Could I have attached the
power cord backwards? Not sure what to try next. Your familiarity with a multi-meter will help
you solve this problem. Find the wiring diagram for your dryer. It may be located in the control
panel or it may be on the back of the dryer, but there is usually one included somewhere on the
dryer. I had heat very briefly and when I went to retrieve the first load I had run through, the
clothes were not dry. I attempted to run the dryer again, but this time, I watched and it did not
produce heat. I checked the safety thermostat before purchasing any parts and it did not have
any resistance, so I deemed this the problem. Has the safety thermostat fuse blown again? I did
not replace the High Level Thermostat, but could this be the problem that is causing the Safety
Fuse to blow if the Hi-Level Thermostat is not working properly? Thank You in Advance for your
Help! Yes, it is possible a failed safety thermostat can cause the safety fuse to blow. The
repeated failure of the safety fuse is often the result of poor air flow. I have a Whirlpool Duet
drier. Remove the thermistor and take it to your nearest U-FIX-IT store for free testing or test it
yourself using an ohm-meter. The resistance at 70 degrees should read approximately There is
a tech sheet packed inside Duet dryers which can guide you through the built in diagnostics as
well. The wiring diagram which is part of the tech sheet can provide road map for tracing the
voltage though the dryer. I am having same problem as this person on post. Whirlpool duet
dryer everything works but no heat. I have checked coilsâ€¦thermostat. Amy help would greatly
be appeciated. Any help please. I have a whirlpool dryer. We just moved and now the dryer has
no heat. Worked the morning we moved. I have checked the circuit breaker and the heating
element. What should I check next? I see in the past you have suggested changing the fuse and
the thermostat together. Are those relatively expensive? Do I need to change them all? Thanks,
Diana. Yes, all of the thermostats and fuses can be checked for continuity using a multi-meter,
or you can take them to the nearest U-FIX-IT for free testing. If the fuse has blown in your new
location be sure to check the vent to maker sure it is clean and clear of obstructions. If the vent
is going up through the attic or is long, you may need a boost pump to keep the fuse from
blowing. I have a Whirlpool gas dryer. It is making a noise much like a plastic roller bearing is
vibrating loose. Meanwhile, we have little to no heat. Noise starts again, click, and the cycle
continues. Watch the burner as the dryer starts up. Observe the igniter and record what it is
doing. Record what is happening with the flame as well and let me know. I will be able to give
you better advice. A test of thermal fuse, heating element, thermal cutoff, and high limit
thermostat found a bad high limit thermostat. Made sure exhaust pipe was clear and replaced
high limit thermostat. Had heat very briefly and then heat cut-off again. Dryer still spins and
airflow outdoors through exhaust is very good. I suspect high limit thermostat has again been
blown. Ideas for what could be causing the hlt to blow when the exhaust appears clear and
airflow is good? It is possible for high amp draw in the circuit to cause the fuse to blow. You
need a clamp on amp meter to be able to make the measurement. I am more suspicious that the
air flow is not good since protecting against restricted airflow is the purpose of the fuse. Before
using the kit, you may want to try the following check on your lint screen. Remove the lint
screen from the dryer and brush away the lint. Run water into the lint screen. If the water beads
up and does not flow through the screen easily then clean the screen with a detergent and a
brush until the water flows through easily. It is possible to acquire a clear coating on the lint
screen which restricts the air flow. Hey I have a whirlpool gas dryer. It fires up the first time. So I
replaced the ignitor. It fires off then goes off the next time the ignitor goes off the flame does
not come back on. Help me please!!! To determine the problem with your Whirlpool gas dryer
there is a test you can perform. Use a multi-meter on the ohms setting to check the continuity of
the flame sensor. The flame sensor is located next to the burner. It has a small window facing
the flame and two wires connected to it. Disconnect the power to the dryer and remove the two
wires from the sensor before the attempting continuity check. If there is a connection continuity
between the two terminals the flame sensor, it is good. If the flame sensor is good, the problem
is most likely the coils solenoids on the gas valve. Hi I have a Whirlpool electric dryer imperial
series and it is getting warm but not hot when placed on hi heat I have checked the breakers
and also the duct for clogs but it is all retalitvy new solid duct no coragated dryer hose is
involved in my duct it comes out from the dryer into an elbow up about 7 feet than an elbow and
exhausted outside so there are no flow restrictions what should I look for to fix the problem.
Jim, You do not say if the Whirlpool dryer has worked correctly on this duct in the past.
Disconnect your dryer from the duct work and check to see if it heats properly. If it does, you
know the problem is the duct work and you will need to install a boost pump to get adequate air
flow since you stated the duct is free of restrictions. If the high heat problem persists, check for
vigorous airflow exiting the dryer with the duct disconnected. If you question that the airflow is

not enough, then check the lint screen as follows. If the lint screen passes the water test, then
hold the motor pulley while attempting to turn the blower wheel on the other end of the motor.
The blower wheel should be tight on the shaft. If you can turn the blower wheel while holding
the motor pulley, the blower wheel is bad. I have a whirlpool electric dryer model number
wedvq1 that will only function on automatic dry. Joshua, The wiring diagram, a volt meter and a
methodical approach is necessary to identify the problem. Measure for volts arriving at the
machine and then use the wiring diagram as your guide to follow the volts one leg of the volts
through the electrical circuit to the motor. One of the components in the circuit is preventing the
deliver of power to the motor. You may be able to determine the likely cause by looking at the
wiring diagram for the component s that is in the circuit for the timed dry, but not for the
automatic dry. I have a Whirlpool electric dryer that is not heating. I have verified power, and
checked the heating element, thermal cutoff fuse and thermostat switch mounted on the outside
of the dryer element. All check out ok. I isolated that component as well and checked it with an
ohm meter, and it is an open circuit. Is that my problem? If so, what part do I need to order?
Bob, Yes, the component you are describing a fuse should not be open. We keep those in stock
at all stores. The factory recommends replacing the high limit thermostat at the same time. It is
possible a failed high limit switch caused the fuse to open. The model number is needed to
determine which kit you need or you can take the old ones in to the location nearest you for free
testing to verify you diagnosis. The no-heat and high-heat settings work fine, but it seemed like
it was getting too hot when on the low-heat setting. As best I can tell, it heats up the same
amount on low- or high-heat. I took it apart and, sure enough, both sides of the heating element
glow red when I run the dryer on low-heat. Both also glow red when it is on high-heat, and
neither glow when it is on no-heat. Is this a switch problem? Xander, The dryer varys the
amount of time the element is on to achieve different temperatures in the dryer. Both sides of
the element get hot at the same time. Place a thermometer in the exhaust duct to verify the dryer
turning the element off at different temperatures. I have a whirlpool drier that is about 5 years
old, Tuesday evening I dried clothes tonight I put a load into dry, lights come on but drum does
not turn and does not heat up. Thank you very much. The door switch is the most common
problem when the dryer does not turn. The door switch is probably in stock. TUrned it on but
produced no heat, changed out high temp thermostadt, thermal cut off switch was bypassed
before we bought this used and didnot affect drying. Any ideas why it is not drying. You did not
mention checking the circuit breakers for the dryer in your main breaker box. Many dryers have
two circuit breakers. A surge can cause one breaker to open without tripping the other. The volt
motor continues to run, but the v element will not get hot. There are two less common
malfunctions to look for. Open the small access door and inspect the cord connection. The cord
terminal block can break down causing one of the cord terminals to burn and separate from one
leg of the dryer cord. The purpose of the switch is to prevent the element from heating if the
motor fails to start. A faulty switch will prevent the heater from heating even when the motor
runs. The continuity test of the switch must be performed while the dryer is running. Make
certain you disconnect the leads to the switch and insulate them prior to plugging in the dryer
and starting the dry cycle. The correct leads are identified by looking at the wiring diagram. I
have a whirlpool electric dryer. While checking voltage all around, I noticed it was not reading at
the end of cycle alert button, when I unplugged the wire from this it then started to heat up.
What is this part? A wiring diagram is needed to determine what you took out of the circuit
when you disconnected the wire. I am unable to identify the part from your description. I have a
Maytag Performa. Purchased in About 6months ago t stopped heating when using one of the
cycles so I began using one of the others. Recently it just heated at a high temp no matter the
setting. Now it does not heat on any setting. I hope you can help me! Your Maytag dryer
probably have two malfunctions. Bad weather can cause electrical surges which blow the
internal fuse in the dryer. Call the store nearest you with you model number to find out where
you fuse is located and how to test it. I need a model number to give any guidance on the loss
of ability to chose lower temperatures. Calling the store nearest you may be the easiest way to
work through diagnosis on that. Michael, I am assuming that you have checked the heating
element for a break in the element and there was no break. Use a volt meter to measure the
voltage between the two leads of the heating element while the dryer is running. If it reads volts
and the element is not hot, then the element is bad. Use the wiring diagram as your guide to
follow the circuit and test each component in the circuit in the same manner. Place a meter
probe on each lead of the component while the dryer is running. When the meter read volts you
will have identified the bad component. WARNING: Careless placement of the probes while the
dryer is running may result in a short, a shock to you, or damage to the dryer components.
Plzzz help i used my dryer yesterday everything worked fine and now it spins and everything
but it wont heat up nd my clithes would be cool what donu think is the prob? That list is the best

place to start. Brand new-any suggestions? Had electrician come this morning and electricity is
fine. By the way, the knob cannot be pulled off by hand like the other knobs on the dryer. If the
timer knob needs to be removed, how do you do that? It appears the knob is spun degrees from
where it should be. If the knob slides on to a shaft that has one flat side it would seem that the
knob can only fit on the shaft one way and not be able to be removed and then put back on in a
different position. What would cause the alignment to change and what is the fix? Thanks in
advance for any insight. I have a frigidaire dryer model C. One day it was working fine and the
next no heat. I have V at the plug. Continuity and visual inspection of the heater coil, high limit
thermostat, cycling thermostat, and thermal fuse indicate they are all working properly. I have
tried all three heat settings, still no heat. I bought another used dryer. Plugged it in started a
load and the heat was working. Checked it after the cycle finished. The clothes were wet and the
heat will no longer come on. I have a whirlpool dryer that was converted into a volt by replacing
the three prong cord to a volt and it does not get hot. I checked the the circuit breaker and it is
not blown. I have replaced the thermal fuse, heating coil and thermostat. Is there something I
should look for in my failed installation or is there any thing else I can check? Thank you for the
advice on why the dryer does not produce heat. Checked the breaker, still cold. Replaced it, and
voila! I live in the Madison Wi area and appreciated how easy it was to understand your site.
Have a great day! The problem is that the coils get hot butt when i push the start button it wont
start. I took the back off to see if the coils get hot and they get red hot. Bought a new dryer a
couple months ago and it quit after a couple of weeks. It was as if it had no power. I checked the
breaker box and the breakers had not kicked. Again, the breaker box looks fine. I even flipped
them off and on, but still no heat. Is it possible there is a problem within my breaker box, even
though they are not kicking? Breakers can fail with no visible cues that hey have failed. If it was
my dryer, I would replace the breakers just to eliminate them at this point. When I turn on our
Maytag dryer, I can hear the timer start up, but the motor does nothing. If I click through the
cycles, I can get it to turn briefly in a Fluff cycle, but when I release the selector, it sounds the
finish alarm and quits. If I hold the selector, it will continue spinning. The heat settings do not
respond at all. There is not sufficient information in your description of the symptoms to give
you a direction to work. You can try submitting more details of what is happening via these
comments include your model number , or it might be better if you called the nearest U-FIX-IT
store where we can ask you questions directly. I checked for air flow restrictions inside and out.
The technician came out and possibly tested everything you mentioned with his devices, which
were all to satisfaction. I know it seems unlikely the motor could be bad when the motor is
running. There is a risk the dryer might catch fire when the motor stops running if power
continues to be supplied to the heating element. To prevent that risk of fire, power to the
element is routed through a switch on the motor that only supplies power to the element when
the motor is running. In your case, the switch has malfunctioned and has cut the power to the
heating element even though the motor is running. Even though the switch on some motors can
be replaced without replacing the motor, the recommended fix is to replace the motor. You can
prove the switch is bad by measuring the voltage across the two terminals of the switch while
the dryer is running. If the voltage reads volts to volts the switch is bad. Jim, I have an Amana
dryer. After moving into new home and plugging it in. I tested it out just to make sure that it
heated and the drum went around. The whole machine got hot the touch. Now all I get is that it
runs but does not heat up. I thought it was the element, but after reviewing comments it may the
breaker as well. The fan blows and all, just no heat. Since the dryer operated correctly at the old
location and failed in the new home, it is logical to look at the new location as the cause.
Disconnect the vent hose from the dryer and verify that the dryer has robust air flow leaving the
dryer. Reconnect the vent hose and then check for a similar robust air flow exiting the vent
outside your home. Clear the restriction and replace the fuse and you should be good to go. If
there is no restriction, additional trouble shooting is required. Ok, I have a Cabrio gas dryer that
the heating will start and then thurn off the fire will not blow out once it has reached a certain
temp. So I checked all sensors everything was fine. So I checked the thermistor and got no
reading. I ordered the part. Does the thermistor have a reading when on Ohams reading? Need
your help. Yes, the thermistor for your Cabrio dryer can be tested with an ohm meter. The
resistance ohm reading will vary with the temperature in the room and with the exact thermistor
on your dryer. If you will post a model number I can give you the ohm reading for your
thermistor and give you a better idea of how to proceed with troubleshooting. Hey Jim a mouse
got stuck in the back of my dryer whirlpool where the power cord has the three wires in power
cord connection. Now the dryer spins and blows great air but no heat! No chew marks on any
wires, no droppings, no black scorch marksâ€¦ Could the circuit breaker on the wall at home
have messed up? So I was thinking maybe it totally malfunctioned. It never blew when the
mouse was stuck. It was still in the on position. Tiffinee, Yes, the malfunction with your

Whirlpool dryer can be a faulty circuit breaker. In some instances the circuit may show volts
when tested and the breaker is still bad. If there is no visible damage at the terminal block where
the mouse met his demise, then I would be inclined to replace the breaker and see if that repairs
the problem. But when I put in another load to dry, it does not heat up. I suspect the High Limit
Thermostat needs to be replaced. I was told it can be something else, like the timer. I did clean
out behind and under the dryer and there was a lot of lint build-up. I think this caused an
air-flow issue and it in turn caused the heating to malfunction. I also did take the back panel off
and cleaned out the inside. I know there is no issue of air being blocked as there is a strong
flow at the outside vent. Can you give me what you think it is that is causing the heating issue?
Can it be something else beside the 2 things I noted above? Can I can use a multi-meter to
pinpoint the cause? Jim, Something else I should add is that I the heat will come back again if I
let the dryer sit and cool off for at least 2 hours. It will work for another 30 minutes or so and go
cold. The high limit thermostat cuts the power to the heating element and will reset after it
cools. You can confirm your diagnosis by running the dryer until it will not heat, disconnect the
power to the dryer, disconnect at least one of the wires on the high limit thermostat and then
using your multi-meter check for continuity a connection between the two terminals on the high
limit thermostat. While this test confirms where power is being interrupted, it does not prove a
defective thermostat. If replacing the high limit thermostat does n
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ot change the symptoms, then most likely there is an air flow problem. Kind of back to square
one here. I tested all the parts on the back panel and they all have continuity. I checked the
timer and that was ok. I checked the outlet to see if a wire could have been loose, but this was
not an issue as well. A question I have is the heating element. Is this part all or nothing? The
reason is that the dryer does give out heat, but it goes cold after about 30 minutes. I have to let
it sit for hours for it to heat again and even this is not consistent. Is is possible for the heating
element to be defective and still give out heat at time? It has continuity per my multi-meter. That
is why I ask if this part is all or nothing. The coils are all black, but this might be due to it being
red hot and then turning black. I see that the coils on new heating elements are silver in color. If
this is not an issue for the heating element, then what should I look at next? Any ideas would be
appreciated.

